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WELCOME
This Handbook is part of the “Pillars in Practice” project lead by 
Social Accountability International (SAI) and the Danish Institute  
for Human Rights (DIHR). The project is financially supported by  
the U.S. Department of State Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, 
and Labour. The project is being carried out between October 2012 
and September 2014.

“Pillars in Practice” refers to the pillars of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
developed by Special Representative John Ruggie and team. The Guiding Principles are based 
on three pillars: the state´s duty to protect, the corporate responsibility to respect and access to 
remedy. Since being unanimously adopted by the UN in June 2011, the Guiding Principles have been 
welcomed by governments, the business community and civil society.

They are designed to provide a coherent global framework for preventing and addressing adverse 
human rights impacts linked to business activity.

Although welcomed, stakeholders also realize that there is still a lot of work to do on the awareness, 
understanding and implementation of the Guiding Principles worldwide. “Pillars in Practice” facilitates 
this dissemination and implementation work by targeting three industrial sectors and countries: 
agriculture in Nicaragua, garment manufacturing in Bangladesh, and mining in Zimbabwe. These 
countries and sectors were chosen based upon need and partner experience with them. The project 
activities are implemented and adjusted according to context by a consortium of international 
and local civil society (CSO), including SAI, the DIHR, the CSR Centre in Bangladesh, UNIRSE and 
Professionals for Corporate Social Auditing (PASE) in Nicaragua and the Zimbabwe Environmental 
Law Association (ZELA) in Zimbabwe.

This Handbook contributes to a specific objective of “Pillars in Practice,” which is to produce targeted, 
country- and industry-specific training curricula, validated by local stakeholders, on the Guiding 
Principles for companies, their suppliers, CSOs, and government. The Handbook informs the 
mentioned stakeholders on content, implications and implementation of the Guiding Principles 
and is an important background document for a training of trainers program, which builds training 
capacity of the mentioned local civil society partners.

The Handbook leverages two important tools: (1) the Handbook and Toolkit developed by SAI in 
cooperation with ICCO (Interchurch Organization for Development Cooperation) called: UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights: A Six-Step Approach to Supply Chain Implementation, 
published in June 2012, and (2) the DIHR’s Human Rights Country Portal briefings on human rights 
and business in Bangladesh, Nicaragua and Zimbabwe.

These existing tools were complemented with other resources and adapted into three sector/country-
specific Handbooks: agriculture in Nicaragua, garment manufacturing in Bangladesh, and mining in 
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Zimbabwe. Each Handbook has a “general” section, which remains the same for all three handbooks. The 
country and sector specific sections differ per Handbook and provide information on specific human 
rights risks and how to prevent and address those risks from a company or government perspective. 
Each Handbook was vetted and validated through consultations with national stakeholders and 
industry experts via conference calls, meetings, and electronic document revisions.

The first part of the Handbook introduces the Guiding Principles. It describes the content and 
implications of the Guiding Principles and details the foundational and operational principles 
underneath the state´s duty to protect, the corporate responsibility to respect and access to remedy. 
For each of the pillars, general explanation and recommendations leading to implementation are 
described. The second part is the country and sector specific part of the Handbook. Here we provide 
general context and background and describe the so called salient risks per country and sector. We 
conclude with specific steps for state and companies to help prevent and address the described risks.

Based on the content description above, this Handbook 
is applicable to professionals in government, companies 
and CSOs dealing with the countries and sectors 
described. For government representatives it increases 
their awareness and understanding of the Guiding 
Principles and gives concrete support to help set new 
policies and legislation that help to bridge identified 
gaps or help with more effective enforcement of 
existing legislation. For companies the information can 
be of use to senior management, as well as professionals 
in the human resources, corporate social responsibility, 
sourcing and other departments to help them 

implement respect for human rights in their company´s policies and procedures. The Handbook can 
also help CSOs to become a professional and educated partner to governments and companies in 
improving the human rights situation in their countries.

Our hope is that we bring together knowledge, innovative ideas, perspectives and tools that will 
accelerate the journey of continual improvement – a journey that will bring stakeholders closer 
together and will facilitate the embedding of human rights respect in each of the sectors addressed.

3 PILLARS:
The State Duty to Protect,

the Corporate Responsibility  
to Respect,

Access to Remedy
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This Handbook takes the Guiding Principles and translates them into practical implementation 
steps. Information relating to the explanation, interpretation and implementation of the Guiding 
Principles is derived from the “Guiding Principles, An Interpretative Guide on the Responsibility to 
Respect Human Rights”developed by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human 
Rights, and draws upon the experience of SAI, DIHR, our members, network of experts, and our multi-
stakeholder partners. Other resources include “How to do Business with Respect for Human Rights: A 
Guidance Tool for Companies,” the Hague: Global Compact Network Netherlands.
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About the Partners in Pillars in Practice
Social Accountability International (SAI) is a multi-stakeholder NGO whose mission is to advance 
the human rights of workers around the world. It partners to advance its mission by promoting ethical 
working conditions, labor rights, corporate social responsibility and social dialogue. Its advisory board 
includes trade unions, companies and NGOs from 10 countries and five industries. It developed the 
SA8000® workplace standard, a widely used tool for implementing ILO conventions. SAI is one of the 
world’s leading social compliance training organizations, having provided training to over 50,000 men 
and women, including factory and farm managers, national and migrant workers, brand compliance 
officers, auditors, labor inspectors, trade union representatives and other worker rights advocates 
established in 1997. SAI is active in a range of capacity building partnerships involving industry, CSO 
and government in diverse countries and sectors. More information on SAI via: http://www.sa-intl.org.

The Danish Institute for Human Rights (DIHR) was established as the Danish Centre for Human 
Rights by a parliamentary decision in 1987 and in 2002 was established as a national human 
rights institution (NHRI). As mandated by law , DIHR must endeavour to strengthen the collection, 
development and communication of knowledge about human rights in Denmark and internationally. 
DIHR is now one of the largest NHRIs in the world, with a staff of around 100 employees, and is highly 
respected internationally. The Department works in three main areas: Embedding good human rights 
policies and practices directly in MNCs, building the capacity of NHRIs, state actors and civil society 
to play their essential roles in ensuring respect for human rights by business; and participating in 
international, regional and sector initiatives to develop normative frameworks and operational 
guidelines for business operations. More information on DIHR via: http://www.humanrights.dk

The CSR Centre in Bangladesh is an organization that was initiated and established by the 
private sector; it aims to contribute to the achievement of the human development targets set in 
the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) through private sector development. As a joint focal 
point of the United Nations Global Compact and the lead promoter of the Global Compact Network 
Bangladesh, the Centre has worked in the ready-made garment sector (RMG) to promote the UNGC 
principles including labor standards, health & safety, women empowerment, social compliance, and 
sustainable business practices. The Centre fosters a network and cooperation between existing CSOs 
and state actors and brings in new players to create sustainable development models for the RMG 
industry. In the recent initiative of UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon – “Every Woman Every Child” – 
CSR Centre played a vital role in engaging with the private sector and obtaining commitments from 
the corporate sector. More information on the CSR Centre via: http://www.csrcentre-bd.org

The Zimbabwe Environmental Law Association (ZELA) is a public interest non- governmental 
organization that seeks to promote environmental justice, sustainable and equitable use of natural 
resources, democracy and good governance in natural resources extraction. Its work helps poor 
communities to assert and claim their environmental, economic, social and cultural rights. ZELA’s 
work cuts across different sectors, including mining. Direct and indirect beneficiaries include: rural 
and urban communities, community based organizations, local authorities, parliamentarians, 
government departments, industry and civil society organizations. ZELA hosts a multi-stakeholder 
platform on transparency and accountability in the mining sector and has been instrumental in 
assisting the Kimberly Process Certification Scheme (KPCS) to gather information on the human 
rights situation in Marange diamond mining fields and to assess the country’s compliance with the 
KPCS minimum requirements. Since 2010, ZELA has coordinated the activities of the KP Local Focal 
Point. More information on ZELA via: http:// www.zela.org
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Professionals for Corporate and Social Auditing (PASE) – or Profesionales para la Auditoria Social 
Empresarial – is an NGO dedicated to the promotion of decent social conditions in Nicaragua through 
independent monitoring, training, mediation and capacity building programs on compliance with 
codes of conduct and labor laws. Founded in 2003 with help from the well-known women’s NGO 
Movimiento de Mujeres “Maria Elena Cuadra,” PASE and its team of lawyers work to improve labor 
practices in Nicaragua’s manufacturing and agriculture industries. During SAI’s Project Cultivar, PASE 
secured the participation of all six banana farms in Nicaragua. PASE trained a technical team of trade 
union leaders on occupational health and safety and national labor laws.

The trade union technical team has since replicated the training for 78 union leaders and 100 general 
workers, a third of whom are unaffiliated to the unions. ASE has also delivered training to workers and 
management in the sugar and garment sector in Nicaragua.

Unión Nicaragüense para la Responsabilidad Social Empresarial (uniRSE) is a nongovernmental 
business membership organization founded by twenty two member companies on April 29, 2005. It 
currently has over 70 members, from a variety of businesses, all of whom are committed to a common 
goal and business culture of promoting Corporate Social Responsibility as a way of doing business by 
sustainably managing their operations with regard to economic, social, and environmental decisions, 
and recognizing the interests of a diverse set of stakeholders. More information on uniRSE via: http://
www.unirse.org/
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CHAPTER 1 
The United Nations Guiding Principles

“ Protect, Respect and Remedy” 
Framework

This Chapter is an excerpt from “UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights:  
A Six-Step Approach to Supply Chain Implementation”, June 2012, developed by SAI in  
cooperation with ICCO (Interchurch Organization for Development Cooperation).
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Introduction and Background
This document is based on the United Nations “Protect, Respect 
and Remedy” Framework for Business and Human Rights (hereafter 
referred to as the Framework) and the Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations 
“Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework (hereafter referred to as 
the Guiding Principles).

The Framework rests on three pillars

THE STATE  
DUTY TO

PROTECT
THE CORPORATE

RESPONSIBILITY TO

RESPECT
ACCESS TO  
EFFECTIVE

REMEDY
against human
rights abuses
committed by third
parties, including
business, through
appropriate policies,
regulation
and adjudication.

human rights
means acting with
due diligence to
avoid infringing
on the rights of
others, and
addressing harms
that do occur.

Even where institu-
tions operate opti-
mally, adverse human 
rights impacts may 
still result from a 
company’s activities 
and victims must be 
able to seek redress.
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The development of the Framework and Guiding Principles was led by the United Nations Special 
Representative of the Secretary-General on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations 
and other business enterprises (hereafter known as the Special Representative).

The Framework and Guiding Principles are in part a response to the escalating tension between the 
growth of the scale, reach, and impacts of transnational business transactions, and the resulting adverse 
impacts on human rights. The risks of human rights violations by businesses became more visible in 
the 1990s as oil, gas and mining companies expanded in sensitive areas, and as the footwear and 
garment industry came under scrutiny for poor working conditions. These tensions have been difficult 
to address, since international governance is weak, guidelines or regulations on transnational behavior 
of companies are rare, and national regulation can be lacking or – more commonly – poorly enforced.

Due to the heightened awareness of these situations 
by consumers, investors, NGOs and other stakeholders 
(enabled by improvements in global technology and 
communications), and due to the myriad risks that these 
situations posed to business in terms of operational, 
reputational, legal, and other issues, responses began to 
emerge. Businesses started to work on their own codes 
of conduct, individually or with others in their industry. 
Civil society and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) 
developed their own guidance and advocacy positions 
on business, and on occasion opted to collaborate with 
business through multi-stakeholder initiatives to protect 
workers’ and communities’ rights. Examples of these 
initiatives include the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI), the 
Fair Wear Foundation (FWF) and Social Accountability 
International (SAI). Other initiatives followed in their 
footsteps, as various stakeholders undertook work in 
awareness raising, social auditing, training, capacity 
building and social reporting.

Many of these initiatives resulted in positive workplace changes. However, there remained little clarity 
and consistency on the definition of and distinction between the respective responsibilities of states 
and businesses, which perpetuated the lack of a level playing field for business.

The Special Representative described this situation as “the lack of an authoritative focal point around 
which the expectations and actions of relevant stakeholders could converge,”and aimed to provide 
that focal point with first the Framework in 2008, followed by the Guiding Principles in 2011. Both 
were developed through extensive global consultation and research.

“ The Guiding contribution lies not  
in the creation of new international 
law obligations but in elaborating 
the implications of existing standards 
and practices for States and 
businesses; integrating them within 
a single, logically coherent and 
comprehensive template;  
and identifying where the current 
regime falls short and how it should 
be improved.”

 – Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
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The Framework consists of three pillars, aimed at distinguishing and clarifying the respective roles of 
States and business.

I.  The first is the State duty to protect against human rights abuses by third parties, 
including business enterprises, through appropriate policies, regulation, and 
adjudication.

II.  The second is the corporate responsibility to respect human rights, which means 
that business enterprises should act with due diligence to avoid infringing on the 
rights of others and to address adverse impacts with which they are involved.

III.  The third is the need for greater access by victims to effective remedy, both  
judicial and non-judicial.

Both the Framework and the Guiding Principles were supported by all major stakeholders, including 
unanimous acceptance by the UN Human Rights Council, as well as individual endorsements by 
governments, business enterprises and associations, civil society and workers’ organizations, national 
human rights institutions and investors. Support for the Framework was further emphasized by the 
alignment of other influential initiatives that adopted key principles of the Special Representative’s 
work into their own standards. These include the revised OECD Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises, the ISO 26000 standard and the Performance Standards of the International Finance 
Cooperation (IFC). The Guiding Principles have also been recognized by the European Union as one 
of the key internationally recognized principles and guidelines representing an evolving and recently 
strengthened global framework for CSR.

Even unanimous endorsement by the Human Rights Council does not mean that the Guiding 
Principles are so-called “hard law.” As explained in the Special Representative’s final report to the 
Human Rights Council:

“The Guiding Principles’ normative contribution lies not in the creation of new international law 
obligations but in elaborating the implications of existing standards and practices for States and 
businesses; integrating them within a single, logically coherent and comprehensive template; and 
identifying where the current regime falls short and how it should be improved.”

The Framework and Guiding Principles therefore do not contain new international law obligations. 
They provide high level guidance on how to operationalize the responsibilities or expectations of 
State and business on protecting and respecting human rights.

Uptake of the Guiding Principles has already been widespread: some governments are incorporating 
them into policies; investors and NGOs are using them in their advocacy work with companies; and 
businesses themselves are applying them because they have practical utility. Because of the variety 
of sanctions that these stakeholders could impose on companies, would be wise to treat the Guiding 
Principles as a matter of compliance and as a requirement of responsible international business.
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The Framework and Guiding Principles provide crucial clarity on the distinction between the roles and 
responsibilities of States and companies, and are an important milestone in addressing governance 
gaps with the aim of preventing and addressing the adverse impacts that business can have on 
human rights.

UN DOCUMENTS

UN “Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework for Business and Human Rights

The Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations 
“Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework

The Corporate Responsibilty to Respect Human Rights: An Interpretative Guide

This Handbook is intended to give practical guidance on implementation of the three Pillars. Before 
you read the Handbook, we encourage you to familiarize yourself with the overall structure of the 
Framework and Guiding Principles by reviewing the official UN documents listed here. Documents 
available via: http:// www.unglobalcompact.org/

Foundational and Operational Principles
This chapter introduced the Framework and Guiding Principles. The focus of the next three chapters 
is on each of the three Pillars contained in the Framework and Guiding Principles. Each Pillar  
has Foundational Principles and Operational Principles.

THE STATE  
DUTY TO

PROTECT

I II III

THE CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY TO

RESPECT
ACCESS TO  
EFFECTIVE

REMEDY

OPERATIONAL  
PRINCIPLES
provide practical 
guidance to turn the
concepts into actions

OPERATIONAL  
PRINCIPLES
provide practical 
guidance to turn the
concepts into actions

OPERATIONAL  
PRINCIPLES
provide practical 
guidance to turn the
concepts into actions

FOUNDATIONAL  
PRINCIPLES
outline the key  
fundamental  
concepts

FOUNDATIONAL  
PRINCIPLES
outline the key  
fundamental  
concepts

FOUNDATIONAL  
PRINCIPLES
outline the key  
fundamental  
concepts
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State Duty to Protect
The first pillar of the Guiding Principles is the state duty to protect. 
This pillar builds upon the human rights obligations of states. 
In order to provide the right context for the first pillar, these 
obligations are briefly explained below.

Human Rights Obligations of State
The concept of human rights was globally formally accepted through the adoption of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights by all UN Member States in 1948. In 1966 human rights were enshrined 
in international law with the codification of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). After 
1966 other human rights treaties were laid down for states. As a result, three types of obligations for 
states exist:

 > The obligation to respect - “not to interfere with the exercise of a right;”

 > The obligation to protect - “to ensure others do not interfere” with the rights of individuals;

 > The obligation to fulfill - “to promote rights, facilitate access to rights, and provide for those unable 
to provide for themselves.”

States are considered the primary duty-bearers for human rights. States hold each other accountable 
through a process called the Universal Periodic Review (UPR). This process is based on a mandate 
of the UN Human Rights Council, which dates back to 2006 and involves a review of the human 
rights records of all 193 UN Member States. The UPR assesses the extent to which states respect their 
human rights obligations set out in: (1) the UN Charter; (2) the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 
(3) human rights instruments to which the State is party (human rights treaties ratified by the State 
concerned); (4) voluntary pledges and commitments made by the State (e.g. national human rights 
policies and/or programmes implemented); and, (5) applicable international humanitarian law. The 
UN Human Rights Council can decide on measures in case of persistent non-cooperation by states1.

Pillar 1: The State Duty to Protect
Pillar 1 grounds the state duty to protect in recognition of the above – the existing obligations 
of States to respect, protect and fulfill human rights and fundamental freedoms. The reference 
to existing obligations is important as the Guiding Principles do not create new international law 
obligations, limit or undermine any legal obligations a State may have undertaken or be subject to 
under international law with regard to human rights. “The Guiding Principles’ normative contribution 
lies not in the creation of new international law obligations but in elaborating the implications of 
existing standards and practices for States and businesses; integrating them within a single, logically 
coherent and comprehensive template; and identifying where the current regime falls short and how 
it should be improved”.
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The Guiding Principles highlight the need for improvements in the field of business and human 
rights, as states do not always pay enough attention to human rights as opposed to commercial 
interests. They add that this is “neither in the interest of human rights, nor in the interest of business.” 
Weak protection of human rights by states results in reputational and other risks for companies and 
the lack of a level playing field. Both are not in the interest of the business community.

In this chapter we will further elaborate on the first pillar of the Guiding Principles. This is an important 
pillar; in principle, all three pillars have equal weight, but in reality the states’ duty to protect is most 
important. States need to provide leadership, direction and vision, helping to develop a level-
playing field for business2. We will elaborate on the state duty to protect by providing insights in 
the foundational and operational principles of this pillar. The foundational principles outline the key 
fundamental concepts behind the Pillars. The operational principles provide practical guidance to 
turn those concepts into actions. We will provide comments and additional information regarding 
both set of principles to facilitate further understanding and implementation.

Foundational Principles of the States Duty to Protect
Foundational Principle 1: “States must protect against human rights abuse within their territory 
and/or jurisdiction by third parties, including business enterprises. This requires taking appropriate 
steps to prevent, investigate, punish and redress such abuse through effective policies, legislation, 
regulations and adjudication.

Explanation:
States are not directly responsible for the human rights abuses committed by private actors. However, 
states are responsible for setting the “a standard of conduct.” They must take appropriate steps 
to prevent, investigate, punish and redress private actors’ abuses. Pillar 1 focuses on preventative 
measures that state should deploy. Pillar 3, Access to Remedy, describes remedial measures states 
should enforce.

Foundational Principle 2: “States should set out clearly the expectation that all business enterprises 
domiciled in their territory and/or jurisdiction respect human rights throughout their operations.”

Explanation:
States are generally not required under international human rights law to regulate the extraterritorial 
activities of businesses domiciled in their territory and/or jurisdiction. However, there are strong 
policy reasons for states to do so. Reasons include ensuring predictability for companies through 
coherent and consistent messages, and preserving the State’s own reputation, something especially 
relevant when a company is owned or supported by the state.

Operational Principles of the States Duty to Protect
The Guiding Principles provide guidance to states in four areas:

1. General state regulatory and policy functions;

2. The State-business nexus;

3. Supporting business respect for human rights in conflict-affected areas;

4. Ensuring policy coherence.
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1. General State regulatory and policy functions

Operational Principle 3: “In meeting their duty to protect, States should:

(a)  Enforce laws that are aimed at, or have the effect of, requiring business enterprises to respect 
human rights, and periodically to assess the adequacy of such laws and address any gaps;

(b)  Ensure that other laws and policies governing the creation and on-going operation of business 
enterprises, such as corporate law, do not constrain but enable business respect for human rights;

(c)  Provide effective guidance to business enterprises on how to respect human rights throughout 
their operations;

(d)  Encourage, and where appropriate require, business enterprises to communicate how they 
address their human rights impacts.”

Explanation:
The Guiding Principles point to the importance of both enforcing the law and reviewing existing 
laws. A lack of law enforcement of labour, non-discrimination, environmental, property and anti-
bribery laws, for example, can lead to significant problems in the exercise of human rights. States are 
therefore advised to assess and improve their law enforcement capabilities.

Similarly, states should review whether existing law provides sufficient protection and incentivizes 
the corporate responsibility to respect for human rights. The Guiding Principles point, for example, 
to the lack of clarity in securities and corporate law in terms of what companies and their personnel 
are permitted and required to do with regard to human rights. A global survey3 conducted in 2011 
in 40 jurisdictions on the relationship between human rights and corporate law, demonstrated that 
in corporate law, directors’ duties rarely include the consideration of non-shareholders’ interests, such 
as those of employees, customers or communities affected by the company’s activities. Additionally, 
corporate law does not require companies at incorporation, to recognize a duty to societya. Other 
areas that deserve more attention are the laws and policies governing access to land necessary to 
protect both rights-holders and companies.

Examples of how states can assess and review their current position, laws and implementation of 
human rights can be found in the White Paper on CSR4, released by the Norwegian government in 
2009. The EU has responded by giving the Guiding Principles a central position in its CSR and human 
rights policies. As a result, the European Commission has committed to the publication of a report on 
EU priorities for the effective implementation of the Guiding Principles. EU member states are invited 
to develop national plans on the implementation of the Guiding Principles over the course of 2013.

States are also expected to guide companies on how to respect human rights by indicating expected 
outcomes and by sharing best practices of human rights and due diligence efforts and indicating how to 
respect rights of women, indigenous peoples, minorities, children, persons with disabilities and migrant 
workers, for example. In order to be effective, states can collaborate with experienced and knowledgeable 
partners. The Guiding Principles emphasize the role that National Human Rights Institutions can play in 
helping states to map the effectiveness of their law enforcement procedures and the coverage of their 
existing laws, as they develop guidance for companies on how to respect human rights.

a  A notable exception worth mentioning is the so-called Benefit Corporation in the US. Benefit Corporations are a new class of corporations. 
Such corporations 1) create a material positive impact on society and the environment; 2) expand fiduciary duty to require consideration of 
non-financial interests when making decisions; and 3) report on its overall social and environmental performance using recognized third party 
standards. For more info please check: http://www.benefitcorp.net/
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This Handbook is an example of how a state (the US government via the US Department of State) 
enables the development of guidance for stakeholders in the garment, mining and agricultural sector. 
Other examples of guidance developed by states include initiatives of the EU leading to sector guidance 
for companies in the employment & recruitment, information & communications technology, and oil 
& gas sectors. Hosting multi-stakeholder forums or workshops is another way that states can increase 
awareness and understanding and provide guidance on the corporate responsibility to respect. The 
Norwegian government has set up a multi-stakeholder network that functions as an advisory group 
for the government on CSR, with the Guiding Principles as a key agenda point.

At the UN level, the UN Human Rights Council established the Working Group on the issue of 
human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises. The group’s purpose 
is to promote the effective and comprehensive dissemination and implementation of the Guiding 
Principles, to promote good practices and learned lessons, and to promote capacity-building5.

Another important initiative is the United Nations Annual Forum on Business and Human Rights, 
which first met in December 2012 in Geneva, Switzerland.

Encouragement and/or requirements by states on how companies should communicate on their 
impacts on human rights can enhance the corporate responsibility to respect human rights. This in 
particular applies when companies operate in a context that poses serious human rights risks to right 
bearers. The nature of communication incentives and requirements for companies can further take 
into account “risks that it may pose to the safety and security of individuals and facilities; legitimate 
requirements of commercial confidentiality; and variations in companies’ size and structures.” 
Below are some examples of existing requirements or incentives set by states for companies on 
communication on human rights impacts.

 > In the Netherlands, the state has established a transparency benchmark that charts transparency in 
sustainability reporting. It measures trends in the quality and quantity of CSR reporting (including 
human rights) in the largest companies in the Netherlands6.

 > In 2008 the Danish Parliament adopted the “Act amending the Danish Financial Statements Act 
(Accounting for CSR in large businesses).” As a result large businesses in Denmark are required to 
account for and communicate on their work on corporate social responsibility in their annual reports7.

 > Recently Denmark, South Africa, France and Brazil teamed up in a group called ‘Friends of paragraph 
47’, a reference to paragraph 47 of the UN Conference on Sustainable Development Rio+20 
outcome document released in June 2012. The group aims to advance corporate sustainability 
reporting, a practice which is based on the vision that corporate transparency and accountability 
are key elements in enhancing the private sector’s contribution to sustainable development8.

During the United Nations Annual Forum on Business and Human Rights of December 2012, 
attendees emphasised the important role that can be played by states’ regulation of transparency 
and disclosure. Such regulation can create due diligence requirements or incentives for companies. 
It also helps to place information in the public domain, which allows others to become part of an 
enforcement regime. From this perspective, transparency and disclosure regulation can link Pillar 1 
and Pillar 3, Access to Remedy. Civil society and affected groups need access to information.
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Transparency is a precondition to allow others to establish whether rights are harmed and whether 
to seek remedy, for instance via court or a labour tribunal.

Two examples from the United States can illustrate the process above:

 > The State of California´s supply chain transparency act requires larger companies to disclose 
whether the company has taken certain steps to make sure there is no labour trafficking and 
slavery in its supply chain. The act is built on the premise that companies that have not taken steps 
are pushed to take steps by their stakeholders.

 > The Dodd Franck act applies at the federal level and relates to the use of conflict minerals 
originating from the Democratic Republic of Congo and used in the production of electronic 
products. Companies are required to report on whether or not the minerals in their products are 
conflict free. Besides incentivizing disclosure, this act also incentivizes human rights due diligence 
as companies have to be able to demonstrate the origin of minerals.

During the Forum it was also discussed that transparency and disclosure regulation can be helpful for 
both the home and host states of multi-national corporations. This applies for instance when a host 
state has governance challenges. An external force (the transparency and disclosure regulation of the 
home state) can then help to regulate.

Besides communication and or reporting of “non-financial” aspects, the Guiding Principles also highlight 
the importance of including human rights impacts in financial reporting of companies if such impacts 
are “material” or “significant” to the economic performance of a company. Companies currently may 
not be fully accounting for “stakeholder-related risks”. Costs related to such risks, such as project delays 
or cancellations, higher financing costs, reduced output, reputational damage and increased staff 
turnover, are in most cases spread out over different company functions and budgets. However, when 
aggregated, they could be material and therefore require disclosure under existing law.

Here is an example of how negative human rights impacts can become material to companies and 
even countries9 10.

Peru´s economy is developing fast. Poverty levels are declining quickly and the World Bank has 
now classified Peru as an upper middle income country. These positive developments can partly be 
explained by increased global commodity prices. Peru is a leading producer of silver, copper, zinc, 
lead and gold. Revenues associated with commodities accounted for 59% of Peru´s export value in 
2011. The associated big mining projects create social conflicts between companies, the government 
and communities who are worried about their land and livelihoods. Conflicts are so serious that they 
pose risks to future investments in the country and are seen as raising credit risk to banks, a threat 
to the stability of the banking system and to the country’s credit rating. As a response, the national 
regulator for financial institutions has started to develop regulation aimed at the mitigation of social 
conflict through the banking sector. The regulation will require banks to take specific steps to identify 
and mitigate the risk that their corporate clients might be contributing to social conflict.
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2. The State-business nexus
The second area on which the Guiding Principles provide guidance to states is the state-business nexus.

Operational Principle 4: “States should take additional steps to protect against human rights abuses 
by business enterprises that are owned or controlled by the State, or that receive substantial support 
and services from State agencies such as export credit agencies and official investment insurance or 
guarantee agencies, including, where appropriate, by requiring human rights due diligence.”

Explanation:
Companies owned, controlled or supported by the state and involved with negative human rights 
impacts may lead to the state’s violating its own international law obligations. Additionally, the closer 
a company is to the state, the more the company relies on public money, state authority, and is 
expected to set the right example. States should find it easy to stimulate state owned or controlled 
companies to respect human rights, since such companies are controlled by and report to state 
agencies. For such companies, states are expected to set and oversee human rights due diligence 
processes aimed at preventing and assessing negative human rights impacts. This also applies to 
agencies that are linked to the state and provide services or support to companies. Such agencies 
include export credit agencies, official investment insurance or guarantee agencies, development 
agencies and development finance institutions.

Practical examples11 of how states have acted in this area include the guidance issued by the Chinese 
government in 2008 to its state-owned enterprises, which recommend systems for CSR and the 
protection of labour rights. The Danish Action Plan on CSR, released in 2008, describes the important 
role to be played by export credit agencies, pension funds and development agencies in promoting 
CSR. The Swedish Guidelines for External Reporting by State-owned Companies12 are another 
example, requiring Swedish state owned companies to report using the framework developed by 
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).

Operational Principle 5: “States should exercise adequate oversight in order to meet their 
international human rights obligations when they contract with, or legislate for, business enterprises 
to provide services that may impact upon the enjoyment of human rights.”

Explanation:
States do not diminish or lose their international human rights law obligations when they privatize 
the delivery of services or enter into public private partnerships. For example, this can apply to 
privatization of water, energy, social care, infrastructure, education or healthcare services. As a result, 
states need to make sure that companies that provide such services do so in a way consistent with 
the states human rights obligations. Contracts and legislation related to companies taking over State 
services should therefore contain the state’s expectation that the company respect and conduct 
due diligence for human rights. For example, the private water provider should guarantee the safety, 
quality and geographic accessibility of water services, and the private health insurer should accept all 
customers or patients and not select patients on the basis of their health or financial status.

Operational Principle 6: “States should promote respect for human rights by business enterprises 
with which they conduct commercial transactions.”

Explanation:
States purchase a large variety of products and services though central and decentralized 
government agencies. Such procurement activities, which are often described as public procurement 
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processes, offer states the opportunity to create awareness and promote the responsibility to respect 
human rights among companies which want to do business with states. This can, for instance, be 
accomplished in contract, between states and business, which can be aligned with the states’ national 
and international law obligations.

So far, governments have responded in several ways. The EU sees green and social public procurement 
as a way to steer the market in a more socially responsible direction and thus contribute more generally 
to sustainable development. The steering of public procurement processes can have great impact. In 
the EU, public procurement represents 17% of the gross domestic product of all EU Member States. 
As a result the EU has published “Buying Green”13 and “Buying Social,”14 publications that are intended 
to help public authorities to buy goods and services with a lower negative environmental and social 
impact. The guidelines have a voluntary character.

In 1996 the Canadian government15 introduced procurement measures meant to increase the 
participation of aboriginal businesses in bidding for federal government contracts. The South African 
government sees public procurement as an important regulatory technique that can be used to 
avoid institutional discrimination and inequality. South African legislation outlines a procurement 
system for national, provincial and local governments which is based on a preference points system. 
The inclusion of certain social policy goals in contracts is rewarded with preference points for the 
bidder or tenderer on the contract.

3. Supporting business respect for human rights in conflict-affected areas
The third area on which the Guiding Principles provide guidance to states is in supporting business 
respect for human rights in conflict-affected areas.

Operational Principle 7: “Because the risk of gross human rights abuses is heightened in conflict-
affected areas, States should help ensure that business enterprises operating in those contexts are 
not involved with such abuses, including by:

(a)  Engaging at the earliest stage possible with business enterprises to help them identify, prevent 
and mitigate the human rights-related risks of their activities and business relationships;

(b)  Providing adequate assistance to business enterprises to assess and address the heightened risks 
of abuses, paying special attention to both gender-based and sexual violence;

(c)  Denying access to public support and services for a business enterprise that is involved with 
gross human rights abuses and refuses to cooperate in addressing the situation;

(d)  Ensuring that its current policies, legislation, regulations and enforcement measures are effective 
in addressing the risk of business involvement in gross human rights abuses.”

Explanation:
There is a shared understanding that some of the most serious human rights abuses take place in 
conflict affected areas, also referred to as high risk areas. Although no globally agreed upon list of 
such areas or countries exist, they can be characterised according to the elements16 below:

 > War and other armed conflicts, or transition from conflicts to peace

 > Presence of illegitimate or unrepresentative government, limited popular sovereignty and avenues 
for political participation
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 > Limited government capacity and/or political will to uphold the rule of law and provide citizens 
with basic services and infrastructure

 > Systemic corruption, including poor management of revenues.

Governments in such areas are often not able or willing to enforce the law and do not operate as 
expected of states. Since such “host states” do not function well or are in the process of building up 
institutional capacity when they are in a post-conflict situation, “home states” have a role in assisting 
host states and guiding businesses on how to avoid negative human rights impacts when operating 
in such areas. Home states are required to inform and warn companies in a timely manner, on the 
increased risks of being involved in gross human rights violations. In order to help host states and 
companies in a consistent and constructive manner, states should coordinate communication and 
activities of diverse agencies like development assistance agencies, foreign and trade ministries, 
export finance institutions and embassies.

States should attach appropriate consequences to company unwillingness or failure to cooperate: 
such consequences include “denying or withdrawing existing public support or services, or where that 
is not possible, denying their future provision.” States are required to review whether their measures 
effectively address the risks they encounter. Identified gaps in states’ actions are to be addressed by 
appropriate steps which may include “exploring civil, administrative or criminal liability for enterprises 
domiciled or operating in their territory and/or jurisdiction that commit or contribute to gross human 
rights abuses”. Beyond acting alone, states should consider multilateral approaches and collective 
initiatives to help prevent and address adverse human rights impact in conflict-affected areas. 
States’ individual and collective measures should be seen as additional to states’ obligations under 
international humanitarian law and international criminal law.

In order to minimize negative impacts in conflict affected areas, states can consider a mix of 
preventative measures, collective voluntary approaches and exterritorial jurisdiction.

There can be several preventative measures or incentives. Many countries have set up national 
or sector-based working groups advocating the mainstream acceptance and implementation 
of human rights due diligence processes and grievance mechanisms by a group of companies 
operating in a sector or country affected by conflict. Another preventative action is a post-conflict 
state seeking the help of civil society or other external actors in e.g. negotiating a contract with 
a foreign investor, when a state is currently not able to do so by itself. This point is important as 
post-conflict states are frequently approached by companies to enter into contracts related to 
agricultural and extractive projects, due to the global “commodity boom” or due to the existence 
of a relatively cheap work force.

Collective voluntary approaches of states can consist of supporting or joining multi-stakeholder 
efforts which regulate issues prevalent in conflict areas on a voluntary basis. One example is The 
Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights17. States like Canada, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Colombia, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States have joined NGOs and companies 
active in the extractive and energy sector in a collective effort to find solutions to complex security 
and human rights challenges—challenges that often exist in conflict affected areas. In order to 
address them, participants have agreed on principles in three categories: risk assessment, relations 
with public security, and relations with private security.
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Another multi-stakeholder initiative is the OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply 
Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas.18  The guidance provides management 
recommendations to help companies manage global supply chains of minerals while respecting 
human rights and avoiding contributing to conflict through their mineral or metal purchasing 
decisions and practices. The guidance was adopted by OECD countries on 25 May 2011. They are not 
legally-binding, but reflect the common position and political commitment of adhering countries.

States can also use extraterritorial jurisdiction to regulate behaviour of companies involved with 
negative human rights impacts or of companies complicit in severe international crimes.

John Ruggie19 20 distinguishes between: 1) “true” or direct extraterritorial jurisdiction exercised 
directly in relation to overseas actors or activities, and 2) domestic measures that have extraterritorial 
implications. In cases of direct extraterritorial jurisdiction, such as criminal regimes governing child 
sex tourism, states usually rely on a clear nationality link to the perpetrator as the basis of jurisdiction. 
Both home and host states have been defensive about direct extraterritorial jurisdiction since it is 
seen as interference in others’ domestic affairs. Also, companies have opposed direct extraterritorial 
jurisdiction lest it increase risk, uncertainty and costs. However, especially in conflict-affected areas 
where a state might not be willing or able to function well, direct extraterritorial jurisdiction can help 
to close existing governance gaps and end impunity.

In contrast, domestic measures with extraterritorial implications address decisions and operations 
made or carried out at home. Such measures rely on territory as the jurisdictional basis, even though 
they may have extraterritorial implications. An example would be a reporting requirement imposed 
on the corporate parent with regard to a company’s overall human rights impacts, which may include 
those of its overseas subsidiaries.

Direct extraterritorial jurisdiction can help address company complicity in severe international crimes. 
In many cases such severe offenses are committed by a company’s business. Complicity then refers 
to a substantial contribution a company has knowingly made to a human rights violation by a third 
party (“aiding and abetting”). These may be severe human rights violations such as torture, forced 
labour or extrajudicial killing. In principal, criminal allegations can be made in relation to all human 
rights. The appropriate legal standards are however still in development.

One existing route for holding companies accountable for complicity in international crimes is the 
Alien Tort Statute (ATS)21 in the United States. The Alien Tort Statute is a section of the United States 
Code that reads: “The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action by an alien for a 
tort only, committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.” This statute is 
notable for allowing U.S. courts to hear human-rights cases brought by foreign citizens for conduct 
committed outside the United States.

Until 2010 the ATS rejected the notion of corporate liability for international crimes. This changed 
with the Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co. case. The plaintiffs in Kiobel are citizens of Nigeria who 
claim that Dutch, British, and Nigerian oil-exploration corporations aided and abetted the Nigerian 
government during the 1990s in committing violations of customary international law. The plaintiffs 
claim that Royal Dutch Shell compelled its Nigerian subsidiary, in cooperation with the Nigerian 
government, to brutally crush peaceful resistance to aggressive oil development in the Ogoni Niger 
River Delta. Plaintiffs sought damages under the ATS. In contrast to earlier rulings, the US courts ruled 
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that corporate liability was possible under the statute. Unexpectedly however in 2012, the US Supreme 
Court announced that it would hear additional arguments on the case, and directed the parties to file 
new briefs on the question “Whether and under what circumstances the Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C. § 
1350, allows courts to recognize a cause of action for violations of the law of nations occurring within 
the territory of a sovereign other than the United States.” And, recently the Court decided not to rule 
on this case as “all the relevant conduct took place outside the United States.”22

Another possible route is available in states that have incorporated the International Criminal Court 
Statute’s provisions into domestic law. Such statutes provide for corporate criminal responsibility 
related to severe crimes such as genocide and war crimes, and therefore also provide for direct or 
indirect corporate criminal responsibility for such crimes. In the 2007 “van Anraat case.” The Dutch 
appeals court increased the prison sentence of the Dutch businessman Frans van Anraat to 17 years 
after confirming he was guilty of complicity in war crimes for selling chemicals to Iraq used in deadly 
gas attacks23. Jurisdictions that recognize international criminal liability of legal persons may in the 
future prosecute companies for complicity in international crimes under these provisions, including 
through extraterritorial application.

A third example of direct extraterritorial jurisdiction is the UK Bribery Act of 2010. Companies operating 
in the UK face criminal liability, punishable by an unlimited fine, for failing to prevent bribery. The act 
concerns bribery of (foreign) governmental and commercial persons and officials, and includes a) 
bribing another and being bribed, and b) “facilitation payments.”

A fourth type of domestic measures with extraterritorial implications concerns parent-foreign 
subsidiary liability. This path is based on finding parent corporations liable for criminal offences 
committed by their subsidiaries, notwithstanding separate legal personality. One ground for liability 
is the active participation of the parent corporation in offences committed by a subsidiary. In more 
limited circumstances, the failure of parent corporations to put into place effective mechanisms of 
control to prevent criminal offences by the subsidiary can also lead to liability24.

Most notable examples are cases in the UK, the US and in the Netherlands against Shell. In the Dutch 
case25 four Nigerian farmers and the environmental group Friends of the Earth sued Shell in 2012 in 
the Netherlands, demanding a proper clean-up and compensation for pollution in the Niger Delta. 
A civil case has been filed against the Shell’s Nigerian subsidiary, the Shell Petroleum Development 
Company (SPDC), and the parent company in the Netherlands, Royal Dutch Shell. The Dutch court 
declared itself competent to hear the claim. In January 2013, the Dutch court ruled that Shell Nigeria 
is responsible for polluting farmlands and said Shell’s subsidiary is accountable for damage caused 
by oil spills at Ikot Ada Udo, Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria. The court did not return a similar verdict in the 
cases brought by the plaintiffs from Goi and Oruma communities. The court also decided not to hold 
the parent company liable for damage done in Nigeria, finding claimants were not able to prove that 
the parent determines the daily affairs of Shell’s Nigerian subsidiary26. This case is expected to be first 
in a series of similar cases.

Though John Ruggie advises states to more intensely explore the area of extraterritorial jurisdiction, 
he also advises to take steps with utmost care and to consider a smart mix of formal and informal 
measures. Most measures and jurisdiction with extraterritorial implications are relatively new or being 
explored. How do we benchmark such instruments? Are they effective? Some claim, for instance, 
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that the Dodd Franck Act has unintended consequences by creating incentives not to source from 
certain areas. As a result, export of commodities from such areas may drop dramatically or may lead 
to smuggling of commodities involved.

4. Ensuring policy coherence
The fourth and final area in which the Guiding Principles provide guidance to states is in ensuring 
policy coherence.

Operational Principle 8: “ States should ensure that governmental departments, agencies and 
other State-based institutions that shape business practices are aware of and observe the State’s 
human rights obligations when fulfilling their respective mandates, including by providing them with 
relevant information, training and support.”

Explanation:
Although states’ human rights obligations and the interests of companies do not have to be 
conflicting, states do have to make decisions that balance “different societal needs.” To achieve 
this balance, states need to ensure both vertical and horizontal domestic policy coherence when 
managing the business and human rights agenda. Vertical policy coherence is about states´ ability 
to implement their international human rights law obligations through policies, laws and processes.

Horizontal policy coherence supports for national and subnational departments and agencies, allowing 
them to shape business practices in a manner compatible with the states’ human rights obligations.

Operational Principle 9: “States should maintain adequate domestic policy space to meet their 
human rights obligations when pursuing business-related policy objectives with other States or 
business enterprises, for instance through investment treaties or contracts.”

Explanation:
While state economic agreements of states, either with other states or with companies, create 
economic benefits, they may also limit states in implementing human right legislation. This may be 
true for bilateral investment treaties, free-trade agreements or contracts for investment projects. States 
should make sure that they are able to protect human rights under the terms of such agreements or 
contracts, while also protecting investors.

In the “Principles for Responsible Contracts”27, developed as an addendum to the UN Guiding Principles, 
guidance to state officials is aims at integrating human rights in contract terms, -for example such as 
those related to the development of large scale as extractive, agricultural or infrastructural projects.
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The document stipulates 10 principles that can help guide the integration of human rights risk 
management into contract negotiations:

1. Project negotiations preparation and planning: The parties should be adequately prepared and 
have the capacity to address the human rights implications of projects during negotiations.

2. Management of potential adverse human rights impacts: Responsibilities for prevention and 
mitigation of human rights risks associated with the project and its activities should be clarified 
and agreed before the contract is finalized.

3. Project operating standards: The laws, regulations and standards governing project execution 
should facilitate the prevention, mitigation and remediation of any negative human rights 
impacts throughout the life cycle of the project.

4. Stabilization clauses: Contractual stabilization clauses, if used, should be carefully drafted so that 
any protections for investors against future changes in law do not interfere with the State’s bona 
fide efforts to implement laws, regulations or policies in a non-discriminatory manner in order to 
meet its human rights obligations.

5. “Additional goods or service provision”: Where the contract envisages that investors will provide 
additional services beyond the scope of the project, this should be carried out in a manner compatible 
with the State’s human rights obligations and the investor’s human rights responsibilities.

6. Physical security for the project: Physical security for the project’s facilities, installations or 
personnel should be provided in a manner consistent with human rights principles and standards.

7. Community engagement: The project should have an effective community engagement plan 
through its life cycle, starting at the earliest stages.

8. Project monitoring and compliance: The State should be able to monitor the project’s compliance 
with relevant standards to protect human rights while providing necessary assurances for business 
investors against arbitrary interference in the project.

9. Grievance mechanisms for non -contractual harms to third parties: Individuals and communities 
that are impacted by project activities, but not party to the contract, should have access to an 
effective non-judicial grievance mechanism.

10. Transparency/Disclosure of contract terms: The contract’s terms should be disclosed, and the 
scope and duration of exceptions to such disclosure should be based on compelling justifications.

Operational Principle 10: “States, when acting as members of multilateral institutions that deal with 
business related issues, should:

(a)  Seek to ensure that those institutions neither restrain the ability of their member States to meet 
their duty to protect nor hinder business enterprises from respecting human rights;

(b)  Encourage those institutions, within their respective mandates and capacities, to promote 
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business respect for human rights and, where requested, to help States meet their duty to protect 
against human rights abuse by business enterprises, including through technical assistance, 
capacity-building and awareness-raising;

(c)  Draw on these Guiding Principles to promote shared understanding and advance international 
cooperation in the management of business and human rights challenges.”

Explanation:
The Guiding Principles emphasize the importance of policy coherence at the international level, for 
instance when states participate in multilateral institutions that deal with business-related issues, 
such as international trade and financial institutions. One example of a response is the recently 
updated Performance Standards of the International Finance Corporation.

States are expected to live up to their international human rights obligations when they participate in 
multilateral institutions. To help states, capacity-building, awareness-raising and sharing of challenges 
and solutions can be important as they help promote shared and consistent approaches. Collective 
action through multilateral institutions and cooperation between states and other stakeholders is 
also important to help level the playing field for business´ respect for human rights.

An example of how a multilateral institution can facilitate capacity building and widespread adoption 
of approaches leading to a level playing field, is the role of the World Health Organisation (WHO) and 
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) in the right to food28. Food safety is a global concern.

States want their citizens to have access to food and consume food that is safe. The WHO and 
FAO developed the “Codex Alimentarius.” This overarching framework has been embedded and 
translated into national law and regulations of many states of different development status and 
institutional capacity.

1. http://www.ohchr.org/en/hrbodies/upr/pages/BasicFacts.aspx

2. Based on Michael Addo, member of the UN Working Group on the issue of human rights and transnational 
corporations and other business enterprises, during the United Nations Annual Forum on Business and Human 
Rights, Geneva, Switzerland, December 2012.

3. http://www.business-humanrights.org/media/documents/ruggie/report-human-rights-and-corporate-law-23- 
may-2011.pdf

4. http://www.regjeringen.no/pages/2203320/PDFS/STM200820090010000EN_PDFS.pdf

5. http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Business/Pages/WGHRandtransnationalcorporationsandotherbusiness.aspx

6. http://www.transparantiebenchmark.nl/en 

7. http://www.csrgov.dk/sw51190.asp

8. http://www.unep.org/newscentre/default.aspx?DocumentID=2688&ArticleID=9190&l=en

9. http://www.management-thinking.org/content/social-conflict-perus-mining-sector

10. http://www.shiftproject.org/project/advising-peruvian-financial-regulator-improved-corporate- management-
social-conflict
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11. http://198.170.85.29/Ruggie-state-CSR-policies-survey-Jun-2010.pdf

12. http://www.icj.dk/Publications/Reports/SOEHumanRightsResponsibilities_ICJ_DK.pdf

13. http://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/index_en.htm

14. http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=89&newsId=978&furtherNews=yes

15. http://www.edf.org.uk/publications/ChrisMcCruddenPaper.pdf

16. Based on internal documentation of the Danish Institute of Human Rights

17. http://www.voluntaryprinciples.org/principles/introduction

18. http://www.oecd.org/fr/daf/investissementinternational/principesdirecteurspourlesentreprisesmultinationale s/
mining.htm

19. http://www.reports-and-materials.org/Ruggie-presentation-Stockholm-10-Nov-2009.pdf
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21. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alien_Tort_Statute

22. http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-04-17/companies-get-shield-as-top-u-s-court-curbs-human-rights- 
suits.html

23. http://www.reuters.com/article/2007/05/09/us-dutch-iraq-sentence-idUSL0970477820070509

24. http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/files/business-human- rights/101025_ec_study_
final_report_en.pdf

25. http://edition.cnn.com/2012/10/11/world/europe/netherlands-nigeria-shell-oil

26. https://www.commondreams.org/newswire/2013/01/30

27. http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Business/A.HRC.17.31.Add.3.pdf

28. Based on Anita Ramasastry, during the United Nations Annual Forum on Business and Human Rights, Geneva, 
Switzerland, December 2012
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The Corporate Responsibility to Respect
This chapter will help you understand the second pillar of the 
Guiding Principles, the corporate responsibility to respect human 
rights. Insights are provided for the foundational and operational 
principles of this pillar. The foundational principles outline the 
key fundamental concepts. The operational principles provide 
practical guidance to turn the concepts into actions. We´ll provide 
comments and additional information to both sets of principles 
to facilitate further understanding and implementation of the 
corporate responsibility to respect human rights.

Foundational Principles of the Corporate Responsibility to Respect
Foundational Principle 11: “Business enterprises should respect human rights. This means that they 
should avoid infringing on the human rights of others and should address adverse human rights 
impacts with which they are involved.”

Explanation:
Companies should do business with decency and respect for people. The Guiding Principles set a 
global social norm for companies. Not respecting human rights has no legal implicationsa under 
international law but may result in companies losing their “social license to operate.”

The Guiding Principles establish that companies are only responsible for avoiding and addressing 
negative human rights impacts. They do not have to promote or fulfil human rights, since this is the 
duty of the state. In reality, companies might promote and fulfill human rights due to the character 
of their daily activities. A bakery contributes to the right to food and most companies contribute to 
the right to an adequate standard of living. What is important to understand here is that companies 
should first look at taking measures aimed at preventing and addressing negative impacts on 
human rights. Going a step further through daily business practices, CSR programs or charity, such as 
providing scholarships or building hospitals or schools, is very valuable but can never compensate for 
or off-set negative impacts with which the company is involved.

Thus, the company’s responsibility to respect and the state´s duty to protect are different from each 
other. States need to protect, promote and fulfil, while companies need to first focus on avoiding 
negative impacts. If one party does not live up to its duty or responsibility the other party is still 
obliged to meet its own. This applies for instance to companies operating in countries where states 
are unwilling or unable to enforce the law. This does not diminish the responsibility of companies to 
respect human rights when operating in such countries.

a  Companies can be held legally accountable for human rights abuses under national law of host countries or the law of their home country. 
Also, when inn cases of crimes against humanity, they can be considered as legally complicit.
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While different, the duty to protect and the responsibility to respect also complement each other. 
Full protection of human rights is only possible if both states and companies live up to their duties 
and responsibilities.

Foundational Principle 12: “The responsibility of business enterprises to respect human rights 
refers to internationally recognized human rights – understood, at a minimum, as those expressed 
in the International Bill of Human Rights and the principles concerning fundamental rights set out in 
the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.”

Explanation:
Many companies ask: So which rights exactly do I need to respect?

At a minimum, companies should respect the rights listed in The International Bill of Human Rights 
and the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at 
Work. To make this more concrete, we provide a bit more content on both.

The International Bill of Human Rights consists of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (adopted 
in 1948), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966) and the International Covenant 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966).

The International Labour Organization (ILO) is a United Nations agency dealing with labour issues, 
particularly international labour standards and decent work for all. The ILO has a tripartite governing 
structure — representing governments, employers and workers. In 1998, the ILO adopted the 
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. This declaration groups eight core 
conventions under four fundamental labour norms.

Freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining, Conventions  
87 and 98;

Elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labour, Conventions 29 and 105; 

Effective abolition of child labour, Conventions 138 and 182;

Elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation, Conventions 100 and 111.

In the commentary on Foundational Principle 12 of the Guiding Principles, there is further context 
on what rights to respect: “Depending on circumstances, business enterprises may need to consider 
additional standards. For instance, enterprises should respect the human rights of individuals 
belonging to specific groups or populations that require particular attention, where they may 
have adverse human rights impacts on them. In this connection, United Nations instruments have 
elaborated further on the rights of indigenous peoples; women; national or ethnic, religious and 
linguistic minorities; children; persons with disabilities; and migrant workers and their families.

Moreover, in situations of armed conflict enterprises should respect the standards of international 
humanitarian law.”

Thus, companies are required to respect the rights of such groups or individuals as defined in 
specialized United Nations instruments like the: Convention on the Rights of the Child, International 
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families and 
the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
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Here are some examples of how different company departments can have negative impacts on 
human rights:

Human Resources Are employees hired and promoted 
solely based on their competences?

Right to equality and Freedom 
from discrimination

Production Do all of our workplaces have an 
environment that is safe to the 
health of our employees?

Right to just and favourable work

Sourcing Do our suppliers subscribe 
and adhere to internationally 
proclaimed labor standards?

ILO fundamental labour norms

Marketing and Sales Are any of our products potentially 
harmful to the health of our 
customers?

Right to Health

General Management Is our new branch located in a 
(potential) conflict area or does it 
affect indigenous peoples?

International Humanitarian Law 
and the UN Declaration on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples

For companies, the above might seem like an overwhelming list. The Guiding Principles acknowledge 
that addressing all these rights at the same time is probably nor practical nor feasible for any company. 
Later we will teach you how to prioritize human rights risks based on the severity and probability of 
negative impacts.

Foundational Principle 13: “The responsibility to respect human rights requires that business 
enterprises:

a.  Avoid causing or contributing to adverse human rights impacts through their own activities, and 
address such impacts when they occur;

b.  Seek to prevent or mitigate adverse human rights impacts that are directly linked to their 
operations, products or services by their business relationships, even if they have not contributed 
to those impacts.”

For practical reasons, we added the last part of Operational Principle 19 here as well:

“Appropriate action will vary according to:

a.  Whether the business enterprise causes or contributes to an adverse impact, or whether it is 
involved solely because the impact is directly linked to its operations, products or services by a 
business relationship;

b. The extent of its leverage in addressing the adverse impact.”

Explanation:
The principles above further answer the question: to what extent companies are responsible for 
respecting human rights? We already learned that companies have to avoid and address negative 
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human rights impacts and do not have to focus on promoting and fulfilling human rights. We also 
listed the rights that should be respected. The Principles add further important context.

The Principles offer a resounding yes to the prevalent question of whether businesses are responsible 
for respecting human rights outside the boundaries of their own company, including their supply chain.

The commentary in the Guiding Principles on Foundational Principle 13 states: “Business enterprises 
may be involved with adverse human rights impacts either through their own activities or as a result 
of their business relationships with other parties… For the purpose of these Guiding Principles a 
business enterprise’s “activities” are understood to include both actions and omissions; and its 
“business relationships” are understood to include relationships with business partners, entities in 
its value chain, and any other non-State or State entity directly linked to its business operations, 
products or services.”

These Principles also require companies to consider adverse impacts based on the distinction 
between causing, contributing or being directly linked to adverse impacts.

The Guiding Principles deliberately use impact as the basis for attributing responsibility. This is in 
contrast to previous approaches that assigned responsibility based on the size of the company, 
the degree of influence, or the company’s proximity to the human rights abuse. Companies should 
define their responsibility in terms of the potential or actual impact of their activities, rather than the 
control or influence they might have.

Cause – A company is causing a human rights abuse when the negative impact is the direct result of the 
company´s own activities. There is causal link between the impact and the company´s actions or omissions.

Examplesb of the cause scenario found in the Interpretive Guide on the Corporate Responsibility to 
Respect published by the UN Human Rights Office include: routine racial discrimination by a restaurant 
in its treatment of customers; exposure of factory workers to hazardous working conditions without 
adequate safety equipment; being the sole or main source of pollution in a community’s drinking 
water supply due to chemical effluents from production processes.

The appropriate action in the “cause scenario” is for a company to cease or change the activities which 
caused the negative impact and provide for or cooperate in remediation through legitimate processes.

Contribute – A company may be contributing to human rights abuse via a third party or together with a 
third party. Through its actions or omissions, it may be pressuring, enabling or encouraging a third party to 
cause a negative human rights impact. Third parties are suppliers, contractors, customers, governments, etc.

A clear example of contributing via a third party is applying last minute changes design or increasing 
order volumes without an adjustment of lead times, leading to extensive overtime at the supplier 
level. Another example is providing internet users to a government that use data the data to trace 
and prosecute political dissidents.

b Guide on the Corporate Responsibility to Respect which was published by the UN Human Rights Office
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A company is contributing with a third party if the combination of the company’s activities and that 
of a third party creates a negative human rights impact. An example is an oil company polluting rivers 
and agricultural land, while other oil companies in the region are also contributing to the pollution.

Such pollution not only leads to environmental damage, but also negative impacts on the right to 
food, water and health of farmers living down-stream.

The appropriate action in the “contribute scenario” is for a company to cease or change the activities 
that contributed to the negative impact. Additionally, it should use its leverage to mitigate any 
remaining impact to the greatest extent possible. Also a company should provide for or cooperate in 
the remediation of the negative impact through legitimate processes.

Linked – Finally, a company is directly linked to a negative impact when a company is neither causing nor 
contributing to the impact, but the impact is nevertheless directly linked to its operations, products and 
services by a business relationship.

Examples of the “linked to scenario” found in the Interpretive Guide on the Corporate Responsibility 
to Respect are: providing financial loans to an enterprise for business activities that, in breach of 
agreed standards, result in the eviction of communities; embroidery on a retail company’s clothing 
products being subcontracted by the supplier to child labourers in homes, counter to contractual 
obligations; use of scans by medical institutions to screen for female foetuses, facilitating their 
abortion in favour of boys.

In the “linked to scenario”, a company is not primarily responsible for the negative impact and therefore 
does not have to provide for remediation (although it may choose to do so). However, the company 
does have the responsibility to use or increase its leverage to encourage the prevention or mitigation 
of the impact. Leverage is not just determined by the size of orders, but can also be influenced by the 
reputation of the company and the benefits the relationship offers to the supplier, including capacity 
building or other incentives.

Where a company lacks the leverage to prevent or mitigate adverse impacts, a company may consider 
ending the supplier relationship, but should conduct a credible assessment of any potential adverse 
human rights impacts of doing so. Ending the relationship might be difficult when the relation is 
´crucial´ to the company because the supplier provides an essential product or service for which no 
reasonable alternative source exists. The company may then consider prolonging the relationship, 
taking into account the legal and non-legal consequences and the severity of the human rights 
impact. The more severe the impact, the quicker the company should try to find an alternative.

Foundational Principle 14: “The responsibility of business enterprises to respect human rights 
applies to all enterprises regardless of their size, sector, operational context, ownership and 
structure. Nevertheless, the scale and complexity of the means through which enterprises meet that 
responsibility may vary according to these factors and with the severity of the enterprise’s adverse 
human rights impacts.”

Explanation:
While corporate responsibility applies to all companies, the means applied by small and medium 
sized companies might be more informal and involve less capacity than for a large company. The 
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Guiding Principles however emphasize that “the responsibility to respect human rights applies fully 
and equally to all business enterprises.” Both small and large companies can have severe impacts and 
will require appropriate corresponding measures.

Foundational Principle 15: “In order to meet their responsibility to respect human rights, business 
enterprises should have in place policies and processes appropriate to their size and circumstances, 
including:

a. A policy commitment to meet their responsibility to respect human rights;

b.  A human rights due-diligence process to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they 
address their impacts on human rights;

c.  Processes to enable the remediation of any adverse human rights impacts they cause or to which 
they contribute.”

Explanation:
This principle creates a bridge between the foundational and the operational principles of the 
corporate responsibility to respect. A company cannot only claim or state that it respects human 
rights. It also needs policies and processes in place. The principle above refers to policies and 
processes related to policy commitment, human rights due diligence and remediation.

Operational Principles of the Corporate Responsibility to Respect
As mentioned before, the operational principles provide practical guidance to turn the concepts of 
the foundational principles into actions. In order to make the implementation as easy as possible 
we have grouped the operational principles (principles 16 to 22) and the so called issues of context 
(principles 23 and 24), into six practical steps. For each step we provide you with the text of the 
corresponding principles and additional explanation.

1. Committing to a human rights policy

2. Assessing risks of adverse human rights impact

3. Integrating human rights in policies, procedures and responsibilities

4. Tracking human rights implementation

5. Communicating human rights impact

6. Remediating adverse human rights impact

Step 1: Committing to a Human Rights Policy
Operational Principle 16: “As the basis for committing their responsibility to respect human 
rights, business enterprises should express their commitment to meet this responsibility through a 
statement of policy that:

a. Is approved at the most senior level of the business enterprise;

b. Is informed by relevant internal and/or external expertise;

c.  Stipulates the enterprise’s human rights expectations of personnel, business partners and other 
parties directly linked to its operations, products or services;
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d.  Is publicly available and communicated internally and externally to all personnel, business 
partners and other relevant parties;

e.  Is reflected in operational policies and procedures necessary to embed it throughout the 
business enterprise.”

Issue of Context 23: “In all contexts, business enterprises should:

a.  Comply with all applicable laws and respect internationally recognized human rights, wherever 
they operate;

b.  Seek ways to honour the principles of internationally recognized human rights when faced with 
conflicting requirements;

c.  Treat the risk of causing or contributing to gross human rights abuses as a legal compliance issue 
wherever they operate;”

Explanation:
A statement of policy is a crucial first step to make respect for human rights a part of a company’s 
operational values. It defines the principles and expected conduct for all aspects of business. It also 
articulates a company’s commitment to prevent and address those risks. A policy should include a 
statement of its intent to comply with all applicable laws wherever it operates.

A statement of policy should uphold the spirit of the principles. Thus, when faced with decisions 
between conflicting requirements (such as laws and internationally recognized standards), a 
company chooses whatever is more favorable to the rights holders.

Many companies have already formulated business principles or a corporate code of conduct that 
serves as a policy statement. In this case a company does not have to start all over again. It can 
modify the existing policy statement and include the corporate responsibility to respect human 
rights. A company can note that the commitment is based on human rights formulated within the 
International Bill of Rights, the ILO Core Conventions and other UN instruments.

A company needs to respect all internationally recognised human rights, but addressing all human 
rights at the same time is probably not practical or feasible. A company is therefore allowed and 
advised to prioritize, by identifying the most “salient human rights risks.” It is important to identify 
salient risks carefully and without pre-conceived ideas, and to revisit the full spectrum of human 
rights on a regular basis.

In order to identify the most salient risks a company first needs to identify the relevant rights holders. 
Rights-holders can include customers, employees, suppliers, communities and other stakeholders. To 
identify salient risks in a responsible and structured way, companies should utilize external experts, 
conduct sector-specific research, and consult with rights holders (a process often referred to as 
stakeholder consultation). Identifying salient risks is an on-going process. Situations change due to 
operational, political, economic or social changes. Therefore, salient risks will change too. So while 
a company’s policy commitment may remain static for a long period of time, a company’s human 
rights risks might change with some frequency.
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The salient risks identified will probably differ depending on each group of stakeholders. When 
analysing supply chain risks, the right to favorable work, the right to join trade unions, the right to rest 
and leisure and the right to an adequate standard of living might play a role. For employees, it might 
be freedom from discrimination, and for customers the right to health.

Involvement of senior management is important in several ways. It creates support and adds weight 
and credibility to the statement both internally and externally. It also allows for the consideration 
of human rights when key management decisions are taken. Senior management also drives any 
cultural change needed to respect human rights.

The statement of policy should be embedded throughout a company. It needs to be more than a 
paper commitment. It should be treated with the same importance in a company as legal compliance 
issues. All personnel need to be aware of the commitment and perceive it as a core value of the 
company. They must understand its implications and how they are expected to conduct their work.

The statement of policy should be publicly available and actively communicated internally and 
externally, to all stakeholders including investors, suppliers and civil society. Through this process, a 
company informs people what they can expect of it. A company should also let its suppliers, business 
partners and other stakeholders know what it expects of them.

There is no fixed form for a policy statement. A company can pick one that fits the audience. It can 
develop one or several in order to effectively reach diverse groups of rights holders (e.g. a supplier 
code of conduct and an internal code of conduct).

A policy statement provides the basis for dialogue and creates leverage to drive respect for human 
rights in business relationships. It facilitates the inclusion of human rights provisions in contracts 
with suppliers and partners. This can provide the basis for auditing or monitoring performance and 
for factoring the results into decisions on future business relationships. Without a policy statement, 
human rights might easily become negotiable and side-lined in business relationships, thus hindering 
a company’s ability to effectively address human rights.

Principle 17 below introduces the widely-used term of “human rights due diligence”. This is also an 
“umbrella” for principles 18 to 21. The steps on assessing, integrating, tracking and communicating 
which we will describe below can be seen as the key elements of a company´s human right due 
diligence efforts.

Operational Principle 17: “In order to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they address 
their adverse human rights impacts, business enterprises should carry out human rights due diligence. 
The process should include assessing actual and potential human rights impacts, integrating and 
acting upon the findings, tracking responses, and communicating how impacts are addressed. 
Human rights due diligence:

a.  Should cover adverse human rights impacts that the business enterprise may cause or contribute 
to through its own activities, or which may be directly linked to its operations, products or 
services by its business relationships;

b.  Will vary in complexity with the size of the business enterprise, the risk of severe human rights 
impacts, and the nature and context of its operations;
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c.  Should be on-going, recognizing that the human rights risks may change over time as the 
business enterprise’s operations and operating context evolve.”

Step 2: Assessing Risks of Human Rights Impact
Operational Principle 18: “In order to gauge human rights risks, business enterprises should identify 
and assess any actual or potential adverse human rights impacts with which they may be involved 
either through their own activities or as a result of their business relationships. This process should:

a. Draw on internal and/or independent external human rights expertise;

b.  Involve meaningful consultation with potentially affected groups and other relevant stakeholders, 
as appropriate to the size of the business enterprise and the nature and context of the operation.”

Issue of Context 24: “Where it is necessary to prioritize actions to address actual and potential 
adverse human rights impacts, business enterprises should first seek to prevent and mitigate those 
that are most severe or where delayed response would make them irremediable.”

Explanation:
Risk assessment should go beyond identifying and managing material risks to the company itself, to 
include risks to rights-holders.

The traditional approach of doing a cost-benefit analysis should not be applied in this context. It is 
not acceptable to simply calculate the monetary costs of preventing or mitigating an adverse impact 
on human rights versus the costs of being involved or remedying the negative impact should it occur 
because it is not purely a financial decision.

An assessment should be thorough, but it might not be feasible or practical to assess every risk for 
all diverse groups of rights holders. Where it is necessary to prioritize, the company should aim to 
prevent and mitigate the most probable, severe or irremediable harm. Companies can prioritize on 
risks, on company functions (e.g. the risks encountered in the supply chain might be bigger than the 
one found for marketing) and country location.

Before defining on priorities, the company should have a complete overview of rights holders and 
risks involved. This might in particular apply when a company has a complex multi-tiered supply 
chain. It might have to map its supply chain first.

A company should pay particular attention to the rights of individuals and groups that may be at 
heightened risk of becoming vulnerable or marginalized, and with due regard to the different risks 
that may be faced by women and men.

The assessment should consider actual and potential impacts. It should distinguish among those the 
company causes, contributes to or is directly linked to.

The assessment processes need to be understood as a value-added activity, an opportunity to gather 
information that will help to effectively shape activities. It will also help to reduce human right risks, 
complicity risks and reputational risks. In case human rights infringements do take place that were 
difficult to foresee, a company´s stakeholders will judge a company on the credibility and quality of 
its general due diligence efforts and the speed and effectiveness of its measures to solve the issue 
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and to prevent repetition. Engaged stakeholders can defend a company if they are convinced of a 
good-faith intention.

Assessments should be repeated at regular intervals, because even in existing activities and 
relationships, situations change. A company should also make an assessment when entering into 
new activities or relationships such as launching a new product, working with a new supplier, 
or making a new merger or acquisition. It always needs to consult the applicable rights holders. 
Continual assessment allows a company to proactively address potential problems and to continually 
improve its human rights performance.

Step 3: Integrating Human Rights in Policies, Procedures and Responsibilities.
Operational Principle 19 c: “In order to prevent and mitigate adverse human rights impacts, business 
enterprises should integrate the findings from their impact assessments across relevant internal 
functions and processes, and take appropriate action.

Effective integration requires that:

a.  Responsibility for addressing such impacts is assigned to the appropriate level and function 
within the business enterprise;

b.  Internal decision-making, budget allocations and oversight processes enable effective responses 
to such impacts.”

Explanation:
After steps 1 and 2 which facilitated policy commitment and risk identification and prioritization, a 
company needs to set and implement policies, procedures and responsibilities. This can be done 
with a human rights management system. This management system measures and improves the 
effectiveness of how a company deals with human rights issues internally and externally. An effective 
management system is much more than documentation. It is trained, committed people following 
procedures that support policies.

It is likely that a management system for one company function will be different and of another size 
than for other function. The buying department sourcing from so called high risk countries might 
need a more elaborate system than the finance department.

As part of the management system, a company needs a team to manage and lead a commitment to 
human rights. This team will have to drive change, because companies implementing the Guiding 
Principles, will need to think and act differently than before. There are different strategies and different 
techniques for changing behaviour. But it seems that the experts agree that to create lasting change 
in a company, senior management must lead the effort.

The team can be formed by a company´s CSR department. This department can drive the effort 
and form an internal expertise centre. They can also create access to external expertise. But, making 
the CSR department the department solely responsible for CSR will very probably mean that other 
departments (with the greatest human rights impacts) will not see human rights as their responsibility. 
Effective integration requires coordination between the CSR team and representatives of other 
company functions like sourcing, human resources, marketing and production. It is important to have 

c The second part of principle 19 was already mentioned and explained under foundational principle 13.
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representation or linkages with the departments that control the activities that have potential negative 
human rights impact. The people in the team will need knowledge and training in order to be successful.

In order to facilitate change, a company is advised to set specific measurable goals and try to break 
down the process in small steps. This makes the process manageable and allows success and 
maintaining of motivation.

Companies should also encourage their business partners like suppliers to form their own Human 
Rights Performance or CSR teams and systems, to manage human rights issues in their facilities as this 
will reduce chances of contributing to or being linked to negative impacts of business relationships.

Companies should consider providing incentives and disincentives internally and to business 
relationships. Examples include: adding CSR or human rights to internal job descriptions and 
performance reviews; nominate internal human rights champions, set additional departmental goals; 
include human rights in contracts with suppliers; reward suppliers and other partners who do well 
on human rights.

Step 4: Tracking Human Rights Implementation
Operational Principle 20: “In order to verify whether adverse human rights impacts are being 
addressed, business enterprises should track the effectiveness of their response. Tracking should:

a. Be based on appropriate qualitative and quantitative indicators;

b. Draw on feedback from both internal and external sources, including affected stakeholders.”

Explanation:
Tracking is important in order to make sure that a company’s human rights policies and procedures 
are effectively implemented. Since you can’t improve what you don’t measure, measuring is also 
important since it provides a baseline needed to start improving practices.

Tracking should take a special look at the effectiveness of a company’s program with regards to 
impacts on potentially vulnerable or marginalized groups.

A company can use various tools to track performance and progress. These include audits, self- 
assessments, surveys, grievance mechanisms and stakeholder consultation.

Companies will have to track internal and external progress. External progress refers to practices of 
parties like suppliers. Most supplier audits and assessments focus on so called non-compliances. 
However, effective change needs a more holistic and developmental approach. A company needs to 
help to build capacity throughout its supply chain to effectively address the root cause of problems. 
Root-cause analysis can help a company or its business partners in adjusting practices, policies and 
procedures needed to obtain the change needed.

Measuring should be based on credible indicators, which can be derived from internal experience, 
external advice or existing standards or norms. Indicators can be both quantitative and qualitative.

The information collected during the tracking process will gather credible information. It will lay the 
foundation for internal and external reporting and communicating.
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Step 5: Communicating Human Rights Impact
Operational Principle 21: In order to account for how they address their human rights impacts, 
business enterprises should be prepared to communicate this externally, particularly when concerns 
are raised by or on behalf of affected stakeholders. Business enterprises whose operations or operating 
contexts pose risks of severe human rights impacts should report formally on how they address them. 
In all instances, communications should:

a.  Be of a form and frequency that reflect an enterprise’s human rights impacts and that are 
accessible to its intended audiences;

b.  Provide information that is sufficient to evaluate the adequacy of an enterprise’s response to the 
particular human rights impact involved;

c.  In turn not pose risks to affected stakeholders, personnel or to legitimate requirements of 
commercial confidentiality.

Explanation:
The Guiding Principles emphasize the importance of “knowing and showing” a company’s respect 
for human rights. This can be seen as a response to “naming and shaming”. “Naming and shaming” is 
a response by external stakeholders to the failure of companies to respect human rights. “Knowing 
and showing” is the internalization of that respect by companies themselves through human rights 
due diligence.

Communicating processes and results enable a company to be accountable to stakeholders, and to 
receive input for continual improvement. In addition to helping a company improve its human rights 
policies, procedures, and impacts, communication can protect and build reputation, set a company 
apart from competitors, and establish goodwill and relationships with stakeholders that will be useful 
when negative human rights impacts occur.

Actual or potential impacts on human rights that can affect stakeholders’ safety or welfare should be 
communicated directly to those at risk as quickly as possible. And, a company should explain how it 
plans to address the impact.

Communication should be honest and transparent. Dishonest or exaggerated claims can turn 
against a company, while open discussion of progress, problems and dilemmas is often rewarded by 
stakeholders perceiving a company as more credible and trustworthy.

Some kinds of information about human rights issues could pose risks to affected stakeholders or 
personnel, so confidentiality and sensitivity should be considered. However, assumptions about such 
risks should not become justification to avoid sharing information that can legitimately be made 
public. Confidentiality can also apply to sensitive business information – for instance, contracts, 
competitive intelligence and trade secrets.

Communication can have many forms and should be tailored to the audience. It should contain 
enough information for stakeholders to understand the relevant risks, the ways that a company has 
addressed them and whether it has been effective. However the Guiding Principles expect formal, 
public reporting by companies where risks of severe human rights impacts are high. The rationale is 
that due to the significant risks involved, heightened public interest dictates a need for more formal 
and regular public reporting to account for the systems a company has in place to mitigate such risks 
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and to address the harms that might occur. It is important to emphasize that formal public reporting 
is not just for large companies. It is important, expected and feasible for small and medium-sized 
companies too. A formal report does not need to be a 60-page glossy booklet. It can be brief, and can 
be distributed electronically.

Companies can report alone but can also decide to report on human rights through a joint effort. 
Increasingly, smaller and larger companies operating in sectors where their supply chain operations 
face considerable human rights risks, have joined multi-stakeholder and industry initiatives. These 
industry initiatives seek to address issues that companies find difficult to tackle on their own. Such 
initiatives often report on behalf of what the member companies are doing collectively. Examples 
of such initiatives are the Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI), the Ethical Trading Initiative 
(ETI), the Fair Wear Foundation (FWF) and Social Accountability International (SAI). We mention this 
way of reporting since it is not just cost effective and time saving (especially important to smaller 
companies), it is also perceived as a credible form of reporting since most of such initiatives are multi-
stakeholder initiatives.

If a company produces a formal annual report, it has to decide whether or not to integrate human 
rights in the overall company report or to report on human rights separately. Both can be acceptable. 
However, integrating financial and non-financial information in one report is often perceived as a 
clear indication of the importance and integration of human rights in the total policy of a company.

Communication or reporting based on human rights performance indicators adds transparency and 
credibility. Many companies use the human rights indicators offered by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)d.  
Examples of indicators used are:

Investment and Procurement Practices

1.  Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements that include human rights clauses 
or that have undergone human rights screening.

2.  Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have undergone screening on human rights 
and actions taken. Child Labor

6.  Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to 
contribute to the elimination of child labor.

Security Practices

8.  Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization’s policies or procedures concerning aspects 
of human rights that are relevant to operations.

d  The human rights indicators of the GRI are currently under revision. For more information please check:  
https://www.globalreporting.org/Pages/default.aspx
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Step 6: Remediating Human Rights Impact
Operational Principle 22: “Where business enterprises identify that they have caused or 
contributed to adverse impacts, they should provide for or cooperate in their remediation through 
legitimate processes.”

We have added Operational Principles 29 and 30 from the third pillar of the Guiding Principles, Access 
to Remedy, here as they apply to business and collaborative initiatives joined by business.

Operational Principle 29: “To make it possible for grievances to be addressed early and remediated 
directly, business enterprises should establish or participate in effective operational-level grievance 
mechanisms for individuals and communities who may be adversely impacted.”

Operational Principle 30: “Industry, multi-stakeholder and other collaborative initiatives that 
are based on respect for human rights-related standards should ensure that effective grievance 
mechanisms are available.”

Explanation:
From a principle perspective, states have the duty to provide access to remedy to victims of business- 
related human rights abuses. However, a company has the responsibility of preventing human right 
abuses and it needs to have processes in place that enable remediation of abuses they have caused 
or contributed to. When linked to a human rights abuse, a company does not have to provide for 
remediation but may choose to do so.

Having a remediation system in place is in no way a sign of weakness for a company. On the contrary, 
it shows that the company is proactive. The company realizes that despite all its efforts, things may go 
wrong. It is to address the situation, minimize the negative impact and restore the situation quickly 
and effectively.

Remediation can take many forms: an apology, provisions to ensure that harm cannot recur, 
compensation (financial or other) for the harm, cessation of a particular activity or relationship, or 
another form agreed by the parties. It is important to understand what those affected would view as 
effective remedy.

It may be appropriate to provide remediation by an entity other than the company, such as a 
government agency, labour inspectors or other state-based remedial mechanisms. In a context 
where the human rights abuse of the company constitutes a crime under national law the company 
will have to comply with legal enforcement processes.

The Guiding Principles describe grievance mechanisms as an important tool allowing remediation. 
They are described as “early warning systems” helping to identify and address issues before they 
escalate and amount to a human rights abuse. It also allows for identification of trends by country, 
region, business unit, supplier or product and can help adjust policies and procedures accordingly. 
They also help in tracking the effectiveness of the response.

Most companies have grievance mechanisms. Through their own initiatives or as a result of national 
laws, they have whistle blower policies, complaint processes, person of trust systems, worker 
committees, or a customer services department. It is advisable to map existing grievance mechanisms 
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and check if they are open to internal stakeholders only. The Guiding Principles emphasize that 
grievance mechanisms should also be open to external stakeholders like communities, NGOs, the 
workers of suppliers, etc. Also check whether existing and new mechanisms are in line with the 
effectiveness criteria described in the Guiding Principles. Grievance mechanisms should be legitimate, 
accessible, predictable, equitable, transparent, rights compatible, a source of continual learning, and 
based on engagement and dialogue.

A company might need separate mechanisms for the different groups of stakeholders. The 
mechanisms for internal personnel might be different from those for customers (a customer service 
desk) and for suppliers (a worker hotline).

Companies should have remediation plans in place. Today most companies still wait until a problem 
occurs. Remediation plans will help to limit the damage to victims of human rights abuses and 
will also help reduce reputational damage as problems are solved quickly and effectively. Consider 
developing remediation plans with or reviewed by external stakeholders or multi-stakeholder 
initiatives as they will already have a level of credibility and experience.

More and more companies collaborate with other companies and other stakeholders like NGOs and 
trade unions in industry bodies, multi-stakeholder and other collaborative initiatives. They share codes 
of conduct, performance standards or have entered global framework agreements with trade unions. 
The Guiding Principles emphasize that such collaborations should have grievance mechanisms in 
place in order to safeguard the legitimacy of such initiatives.

A final comment is that though grievance mechanisms are important they should never undermine 
or substitute for other legitimate processes. “They should not be used to undermine the role of 
legitimate trade unions in addressing labour-related disputes, nor to preclude access to judicial or 
other non-judicial grievance mechanisms.”
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Access to Remedy
Pillar 3 addresses access to effective remedy for groups or 
individuals whose rights have been harmed. Stakeholders 
emphasize the importance of this pillar for two reasons:

 > Access to remedy is a human right in itself.29

 > Negative impacts associated with business behaviour most often occur in regions where the 
rule of law is weak or absent, for example, conflict affected regions. In such cases, host country 
jurisdictions are not willing or able to address negative impacts, while home jurisdictions do not 
always offer effective alternatives for redress. These situations, or “governance gaps,” can lead to 
a permissive environment for wrongful business acts due to a lack of effective sanctioning and 
reparation. This leaves victims without access to remedy.

The foundational and operational principles of access to remedy are described and explained below.

Foundational Principle of Access to Remedy
Foundational Principle 25: “As part of their duty to protect against business-related human rights 
abuse, States must take appropriate steps to ensure, through judicial, administrative, legislative or 
other appropriate means, that when such abuses occur within their territory and/or jurisdiction those 
affected have access to effective remedy.

Explanation:
Unless states investigate, punish and redress business-related human rights abuses when they take 
place, the state duty to protect will be perceived as weak or even meaningless.

Access to effective remedy can be provided through:

 > State-based judicial mechanisms;

 > State-based non-judicial mechanisms;

 > Non-state-based grievance mechanisms, including mechanisms provided by business, industry 
associations, multi-stakeholder groups and international bodies.

Remedies provided by the above-mentioned grievance mechanisms may include “apologies, 
restitution, rehabilitation, financial or non-financial compensation and punitive sanctions (whether 
criminal or administrative, such as fines), as well as the prevention of harm through, for example, 
injunctions or guarantees of non-repetition.”

Grievances are described as “perceived injustice evoking an individual’s or a group’s sense of 
entitlement, which may be based on law, contract, explicit or implicit promises, customary practice, 
or general notions of fairness of aggrieved communities.”

The Guiding Principles state that state-based judicial and state-based non-judicial grievance 
mechanisms are required to form the foundation of a wider system of remedy. They should be 
complemented, supplemented or enhanced by operational-level grievance mechanisms run by 
individual companies, groups of stakeholders and international and regional human rights mechanisms.
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Operational Principles of Access to Remedy
Operational guidance is provided for state-based judicial mechanisms, state- based non-judicial 
grievance mechanisms and non-state-based grievance mechanisms.

State-based judicial mechanisms
Operational Principle 26: “States should take appropriate steps to ensure the effectiveness of 
domestic judicial mechanisms when addressing business-related human rights abuses, including 
considering ways to reduce legal, practical and other relevant barriers that could lead to a denial of 
access to remedy.”

Explanation:
States are required to ensure the effectiveness of judicial mechanisms in addressing business-related 
human rights abuses. State-based judicial mechanisms include national courts for domestic and 
for extraterritorial claims (as described under pillar 1 under Supporting business respect for human 
rights in conflict-affected areas) and regional human rights courts such as the European Court of 
Human Rights. States should make sure not to erect legal, practical or other barriers for victims 
looking for remedy. States should also make sure that court processes are not hindered by corruption 
or obstruction of human rights defenders and that they are independent of economic or political 
pressures. Identified barriers to judicial remedy include:

 > Restrictions in attribution of legal responsibility among members of a corporate group. This applies 
to parent and subsidiary companies that operate as separate legal entities. Under current law it 
can be difficult to attribute responsibility to a parent company for human rights abuses associated 
with a subsidiary. At the same time, it may be difficult to hold the subsidiary to account if it is 
located in a host jurisdiction where the judicial system is under- resourced or affected by bribery 
and corruption.30

 > Denial of access to justice in a host state and inaccessibility of justice in the home state. As also 
described in Pillar 1, the state’s duty to protect, courts in home states may find themselves qualified 
to rule on cases with extra territorial consequences. In other cases the courts may not feel qualified 
to rule, a situation referred to as “forum non-conveniens”31. Courts then argue that the claim should 
be heard in a more suitable forum, usually the host state. During the forum on the Guiding Principles 
in Geneva in December 201232, Mr. Kunda, a citizen of the Democratic Republic of Congo, described 
such a case. The case concerns extra-judicial killings of over 70 citizens by military forces in Kilwa, 
Congo in 2004. A company called Anvil Mining is accused of involvement in the events by having 
provided logistical support to the Congolese army. During trials in Congo, soldiers and former Anvil 
employees were first indicted but later acquitted. As Anvil is a Canadian company, victims and their 
representatives filed a class action against Anvil Mining, in 2010. In April 2011, the Quebec Superior 
Court ruled the case could proceed to the class certification stage. However, the Quebec Court of 
Appeal, overturned the decision on jurisdiction. The case illustrates the extreme difficulty faced by 
victims of human rights violations when trying to get access to judicial remedy.

 > Other barriers include lack of access to information for claimants, the safety situation of claimants 
and lawyers, the costs of bringing claims forward, unavailability of lawyers, states’ prosecutors lack 
of resources and expertise, delays and length of proceedings, corruption and economic or political 
pressures, and insufficient options for aggregating claims or enabling representative proceedings 
(such as class actions and other collective action procedures), which prevent effective remedy for 
individual claimants.
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State-based non-judicial grievance mechanisms
Operational Principle 27: “States should provide effective and appropriate non-judicial grievance 
mechanisms, alongside judicial mechanisms, as part of a comprehensive State-based system for the 
remedy of business-related human rights abuse.”

Explanation:
State-based non-judicial grievance mechanisms include labour tribunals, National Human Rights 
Institutions, state-run Ombudsman offices and National Contact Points under the Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

The human rights paragraph in the revised OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises is aligned 
with the Guiding Principles. Each member country of the OECD is required to install a National 
Contact Point (NCP). NCPs promote the OECD Guidelines and deal with complaints, so called “specific 
instances”, of alleged non-compliance of a business with the OECD Guidelines. NCPs can arbitrate or 
mediate when such complaints are filed. NCPs have the obligation to make sure a complaint is bona 
fide. When bona fide, NCPs have the obligation to publish the character of complaints filed.

Companies do not have to accept mediation of NCPs. Statementsa of NCPs on specific claims are not 
legally binding.

State-based non-judicial mechanisms are deemed important as they complement and supplement 
judicial mechanisms. Even well-functioning and well-resourced judicial mechanisms are not able to 
address all alleged abuses. Judicial remedy is also not always required or favoured by claimants.

Procedures of state-based non-judicial grievance mechanisms can be mediation-based or adjudicative 
and should be culturally-appropriate and rights-compatible.

Non-State-based grievance mechanisms
Operational Principle 28: “States should consider ways to facilitate access to effective non- State-
based grievance mechanisms dealing with business-related human rights harms.”

Explanation:
Non-State-based grievance mechanisms include those operated by companies alone or with 
stakeholders, by an industry association or a multi-stakeholder group. Such mechanisms are non- 
judicial and can have an adjudicative or dialogue-based character. They offer benefits such as speed 
of access and remediation, reduced costs and/or transnational reach.

Operational Principle 29: “To make it possible for grievances to be addressed early and remediated 
directly, business enterprises should establish or participate in effective operational-level grievance 
mechanisms for individuals and communities who may be adversely impacted.”

As described under pillar 2, Step 6: Remediating Human Rights, companies are expected to provide 
for or cooperate in the remediation of any adverse impacts that they have caused or contributed to. To 
identify and address negative impacts companies are required to set-up operational-level grievance 
mechanisms. Such mechanisms should not function as passive complaint boxes but should actively 
invite stakeholders for dialogue. They also function as “early warning systems” preventing escalation 
of damage to individuals or groups and the reputation of parties involved.

a For examples of statements made by NCPs, see: http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/mne/ncpstatements.htm
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An exampleb of a company grievance mechanism is described below:

“Tecnofil S.A. is one of Peru’s producers of copper and copper alloy semi-finished and finished 
products (bus bar, flat wire, and bars). The company has maintained a clear strategy of expanding and 
diversifying its products and markets to become a mid-sized operation today. Tecnofil was originally 
located in the industrial zone, with no large communities nearby that could be adversely affected. 
However, as urban dwellings started extending into the area, the company found itself with a number 
of houses very close to the plant’s walls.

Having determined that a new affected community had emerged, Tecnofil proactively engaged in 
improving its dialogue with the residents. The company appointed a coordinator within its Quality, 
Environmental, Safety & Occupational Health department whose task is to maintain a relationship 
with the community, including collecting and addressing their concerns. The company implemented 
a simple, yet effective, grievance mechanism, which includes periodic meetings with neighbouring 
residents to monitor their concerns related to noise, vibration levels, and fumes from the plant’s 
furnace. The meetings take place periodically and have proven to be the most appropriate means 
to collect concerns and provide answers. To build confidence among community members, senior 
management always attends these meetings, and the community is invited to discuss each complaint 
with people who are in charge of making decisions. Tecnofil tells people what has been done to 
reduce negative impacts, and the residents provide feedback.

Following this interaction, the company has made significant improvements to its operations to 
reduce impact, and has had much to report back to the community. For example, the motors have 
been covered with noise-protective enclosures, and insulation of the plant’s walls has been improved. 
The company also invited people to see the plant’s operations.”

Operational Principle 30: “Industry, multi-stakeholder and other collaborative initiatives that 
are based on respect for human rights-related standards should ensure that effective grievance 
mechanisms are available.”

The Guiding Principles emphasize the importance of grievance mechanisms for collaborative and 
multi-stakeholder initiatives in order to maintain legitimacy. Grievance mechanisms can be placed on 
the level of individual members of such initiatives, on the level of the initiative itself or on both levels. 
Examples of grievance mechanisms operated in collaborative or multi-stakeholder setting include 
the ones operated by the Fair Wear Foundation33 and Social Accountability International34 or the 
Office of the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman set up by the International Finance Corporation (IFC) 
and Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA). The Ombudsman responds to complaints 
from project-affected communities with the goal of improving social and environmental outcomes 
of IFC and MIGA projects35.

Although the Guiding Principles explain that company and collaborative grievance mechanisms 
complement stakeholder involvement and collective bargaining processes, they cannot replace 
them. They should never be used to undermine the role of legitimate trade unions or hinder access 
to judicial or other non-judicial mechanisms.

b  Good Practice Note; Addressing Grievances from Project-Affected Communities; Guidance for Projects and Companies on Designing Grievance 
Mechanisms by the International Finance Corporation, September 2009.
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Operational Principle 31: “In order to ensure their effectiveness, non-judicial grievance mechanisms, 
both State-based and non-State-based, should be:

a.  Legitimate: enabling trust from the stakeholder groups for whose use they are intended, and 
being accountable for the fair conduct of grievance processes;

b.  Accessible: being known to all stakeholder groups for whose use they are intended, and providing 
adequate assistance for those who may face particular barriers to access;

c.  Predictable: providing a clear and known procedure with an indicative timeframe for each stage, and 
clarity on the types of process and outcome available and means of monitoring implementation;

d.  Equitable: seeking to ensure that aggrieved parties have reasonable access to sources of 
information, advice and expertise necessary to engage in a grievance process on fair, informed 
and respectful terms;

e.  Transparent: keeping parties to a grievance informed about its progress, and providing sufficient 
information about the mechanism’s performance to build confidence in its effectiveness and 
meet any public interest at stake;

f.  Rights-compatible: ensuring that outcomes and remedies accord with internationally recognized 
human rights;

g.  A source of continuous learning: drawing on relevant measures to identify lessons for improving 
the mechanism and preventing future grievances and harms;

Operational-level mechanisms should also be:

h.  Based on engagement and dialogue: consulting the stakeholder groups for whose use they are 
intended on their design and performance, and focusing on dialogue as the means to address 
and resolve grievances.”

Explanation:
Grievance mechanisms can only function well if they are known, trusted and easy to use. The criteria 
above help design or modify non-judicial grievance mechanisms to make sure they are effective.

The criteria described under (a) to (g) apply to any State-based or non-State-based grievance 
mechanism. Criterion (h) specifically applies to operational-level mechanisms run by companies.

29. http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/index.shtml#a8 Article 8 of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights: “Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the 
fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.”

30. Danish Institute of Human Right; An internal document.

31. http://webtv.un.org/search/access-to-judicial-remedy-panel-discussion-forum-on-business-and-human- rights-
2012/2012387972001?term=forum on business and human rights

32. http://webtv.un.org/search/access-to-judicial-remedy-panel-discussion-forum-on-business-and-human-rights-
2012/2012387972001?term=forum on business and human rights

33. http://www.fairwear.org/506/resources/

34. http://www.sa-intl.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=Page.ViewPage&pageId=1173

35. http://www.cao-ombudsman.org/
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Guide to Using This Section
This guide is intended to help you navigate the following section 
where we look at common human rights risks encountered around 
the world and in Nicaragua’s agriculture sector. Stakeholders may 
use this section as a way to understand the type of human rights 
risks that they may address by developing appropriate programs.

For each risk topic, we provide a broad perspective on what it means to states, businesses and other 
stakeholders. We then present the Common International Standards for addressing these risks, Protect, 
Respect and Remedy Challenges in the Sector, Recommended Due Diligence Actions for Companies, 
Recommended Actions for States and Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations for the Sector.

Here are the risk topics that we will present:

 > Child Labour 

 > Working Conditions

 > Rights Holders at Risk in the Workplace 

 > Trade Unions

 > Forced Labour

 > Rights Holders at risk in the Community 

 > Occupational Health and Safety

 > Land and Property 

 > Environment

COMMON STANDARDS

In this column, we present 
the requirements that are  
typically found in most 
international codes  
and standards.
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Protect, Respect and Remedy Challenges
Here we highlight the adverse human rights impacts most commonly encountered in the garment 
sector around the world and specifically in Bangladesh. This list is intended to be used as a starting 
point for companies, states and other stakeholders. Remember that consultation with stakeholders is 
a key resource for identifying and understanding the real problems in your company and your area.

As you look through the following, keep the idea of salient risks in mind, as well as issues related to 
the probability and severity of the negative impacts.

Take a proactive approach to identifying problems before they occur.

Recommended Actions for Companies and States
The recommended actions that we present are based on leading practices from around the world. 
You’ll see that having clear policies and procedures, implemented by trained people, is an effective 
action that spans every type of risk, and stakeholder consultation is an important tool to effectively 
address issues.

The recommended actions are not an exhaustive list and are provided to get you started. They will 
need to be tailored according to the situation. While some of actions are preventative, some are 
actions that mitigate or remediate negative impacts.

If you look at some of the potential solutions, you’ll see that a participatory, multi-stakeholder 
partnership and capacity building approach is an effective way to deal with complex and cross-
cutting challenges.

Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations
The following recommendations were developed by stakeholders who participated in the Pillars in 
Practice Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee consultations. Stakeholders were asked to develop 
recommendations for companies, the state and civil society on how to address negative human 
rights impacts.
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Child Labour

An estimated 168 million children are engaged in child labour 
worldwide. Of these, around half are engaged in the worst forms of 
child labour, including sexual exploitation, slavery, bonded labour 
and hazardous work. In many ways, patterns of child labour reflect 
the human rights enjoyment of communities and families. For 
example, poverty, HIV/AIDS, conflict, limited government capacity 
and discrimination may be factors that correlate to a higher 
prevalence of child labour.

Children who work are usually more vulnerable than adult counterparts to exploitation and violence, 
including sexual exploitation and abuse in the workplace. As child labour often occurs in informal and 
under-regulated sectors, such factors are exacerbated. Child labour can have permanent negative 
impacts on children’s physical and cognitive development, with permanent consequences on their 
health, development and well-being. Child labour also interferes with the right to education and can 
result from the lack of access to this human right. Where this is the case, valuable opportunities for 
breaking the cycle of poverty in communities can be lost.

Businesses may come into contact with children as consumers, workers, family members of 
employees and community members. Children are among the most powerless stakeholders in terms 
of exercising and enjoying their rights, and there is a rapidly growing attention on children’s rights 
within business and human rights1. 

In Nicaragua, the constitution states that children and adolescents are to be protected against any 
form of economic and social exploitation2. The Labour Code sets the minimum age for employment 
at 143. Children 14-16 years old must have parental permission to work, and must be under the 
supervision of the Ministry of Labour4. 

Minors are prohibited from engaging in employment that potentially interferes with their schooling 
or that endangers their health and safety5. This is in line with international standards. Violators of child 
labour laws face fines and imprisonment of up to eight years6. 

COMMON STANDARDS

• Children under 12 are not 
allowed to work; 

• Minimum age for work 
should be 15 (possible  
exception of 14 for devel-
oping countries). This is the 
age at which compulsory 
schooling ends; 

• Minimum age for hazardous 
work should be 18; and 
Light work (i.e. work not 
affecting the child’s health, 
education or development) 
can be undertaken between 
the ages of 13 and 15 
(possibly between the ages 
of 12 and 14 in developing 
countries).

• Children are defined by 
the UN Convention on the 
Rights of the Child as those 
up to 18 years of age. 
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According to the Ministry of Labour, the latest national survey of adolescent and child labour was 
conducted in 2005, and indicated that approximately 239,000 children 5 -17 were working, 135,380 
of whom were employed in agriculture. Thirty-six percent of working children were younger than 147. 

More recently, the U.S. Department of Labour estimated in 2010 that 109,308 children between 5 and 
14, or 8.4 percent of children, were working8. The Humaniums´s Children´s Rights Portal estimated in 
2011 that 15 percent of children engaged in child labour9. 

The U.S. Department of Labour reported in 2012 that many child labourers were subjected to the 
worst forms of child labour, particularly in the agricultural sector10. The International Organization for 
Migration reported in 2013 that children employed in agriculture typically worked on banana, coffee 
or tobacco plantations, where they were exposed to hazardous conditions and dangerous pesticides 
and fertilisers. Children were also reportedly found working in the production of oranges, African 
palm and sugarcane11. 

According to a 2012 Business for Social Responsibility Report, the coffee sector, which accounts 
for the majority of rural employment, hired 65,000 children every year, under perilous conditions12 
Human Rights Without Borders stated in 2011 that some farm workers were forced to bring their 
children to work during harvest seasons to meet production quotas and receive their wage13. 

Protect, Respect and Remedy Challenges in the Nicaragua  
Agriculture Sector

 >  Companies may cause, contribute or be directly linked to adverse human rights impacts concerning 
child labour when they:

• Lack age verification procedures to properly identify eligible and ineligible job candidates 
based on legal working age.

• Do not engage in dialogue with stakeholder groups to properly identify areas of child 
labour risk and its remediation. 

• Lack registers or other documents indicating the names and ages or dates of birth of 
employees, including children and young persons employed by them but also of those 
receiving vocational orientation or training.

• Use apprentice programs permitting children to work or that are improperly used for 
young workers.

• Do not effectively communicate their child labour to workers and interested parties.

• Do not maintain a child labour remediation plan. 

• Do not fortify company policies related to child labour through the use of stakeholder 
consultation. 

• Make no effort to raise wages to a level that meets employees’ basic needs, thereby 
pressuring parents to send their children to work. 
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 > Governments do not adequately protect against adverse human rights impacts concerning child 
labour when they: 

• Do not prioritise as a policy and action are the reduction of costs associated with attending 
school, such as basic school supplies, which hinder children from going to school and 
therefore make them more vulnerable to child labour.

• Do not properly capacitate labour inspection and related services.

• Do not give priority to planning for and meeting the needs to children and youth in national 
development policies and programmes.

• Do not enforce children’s attendance at school or participation in approved vocational 
orientation or training programmes.

• Do not closely supervise the conditions of employment in which children and young 
persons are employed. 

• Do not identify and denounce the worst forms of child labour.

• Do not identify, conduct outreach and cooperate with communities where children are 
at special risk.

• Do not inform, sensitise and mobilise public opinion and concerned groups, including 
children and their families.

• Have not set up an adequate child-care infrastructure to take care of children while their 
parents are at work.

Recommended Due Diligence Actions for Companies
 > The company does not employ workers less than 15 years of age for full-time work, 13 years of age for 
light work and 18 years of age for hazardous work (please see the question description for exceptions).

 > If the company employs minors below the age of 18, the company has a list of job functions that 
can safely be performed by minors.

 > The company is aware of local age-levels for completion of compulsory education and does not 
employ workers under that age for work that may interfere with such education.

 > The company has a reliable procedure to check the age of young job candidates by birth certificate, 
other official forms of identification, or by alternative means such as physical appearance or 
knowledge of historic events.

 > Company apprenticeship programmes do not constitute the main portion of the workforce, are 
limited in duration, are performed in conjunction with a school programme (or supervised by Labour 
Ministers or Labour Organisations), and do not interfere with the child’s compulsory education.

 > If the company becomes aware that it is employing young workers below minimum age, it ensures 
that they are enrolled in education programme, and that their dependents are compensated for 
the resulting loss of income.

 > Communicate child labour policies and procedures to suppliers and contractors.
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Recommended Actions for States
 > The state gives high priority to planning for and meeting the needs of children and youth in 
national development policies and programmes.

 > The state requires and effectively ensures, up to an age at least equal to that specified for admission 
to employment, full-time attendance at school or participation in approved vocational orientation 
or training programmes.

 > The state supervises closely the conditions of employment in which children and young persons 
under the age of 18 years are employed.

 > The state strengthens labour inspection and related services with special training of inspectors to 
detect abuses in the employment or work of children and young persons.

 > The state improves systems around data collection and tracking

 > The state identifies and denounces the worst forms of child labour.

 > Educate on legal rights and provide access to grievance mechanisms

 > The state identifies, reaches out to and works with families, communities and employers where 
children are at special risk.

 > The state informs, sensitises and mobilises public opinion and concerned groups, including 
children and their families.

 > The state implements programs to address poverty reduction and incentive programs for families 
to send children to school, such as food rations and subsidies.

 > The state supports the development of child-care services that are affordable for small and medium 
sized enterprises to provide to employees.

Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations for the Nicaragua Agriculture Sector
The following recommendations were developed by stakeholders participating in Pillars in Practice 
Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee consultations. 

 > FOR COMPANIES:

• Businesses (themselves or through business associations) should establish scholarship 
programs for the families of their employees so that children of limited economic resources 
do not lose the opportunity to go to school.

• Businesses should adhere to international best practices on child labour.

• Foreign businesses should work through local embassies to train groups of companies on 
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and how they may be applied 
to address child labour.
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• Businesses should adopt a policy of respect for human rights that incorporates the issue 
of child labour.

• Businesses should consult with employees and unions when developing their child labour 
policies in order to inform the process and secure buy in.

• Businesses should publically report, on an annual basis, their respect for children’s rights and 
the actions they are taking to ensure respect for these rights. 

 > FOR STATES:

• The state should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights into 
procurement contracts. Thus, companies providing goods or services to the state would be 
expected to respect the human rights of children under the framework of the Principles.

• The state should actively engage communities in their efforts to address child labour.

• The state should promote domestic and foreign investment in geographic areas of 
unemployment from companies whose policies and practices respect child labour, and 
these agreements with businesses should refer to the UN Guiding Principles on Business 
and Human Rights.

• The state should ensure an environment conducive to the success of civil society 
organizations engaged in addressing child labour.

• The state should support programs that enable rural children to receive education, such 
as the Education Points program, in which an “education passport” is given to children that 
allows them to travel from the rural areas in which they live to urban areas. 

• The state should strengthen the capacity of ministries to engage in dialogue and promote 
the eradication of child labour.

• The state should hire additional inspectors to the Ministry of Labour and Employment.

• The state should strengthen the capacity of civil society organisations to address child 
labour in communities and in turn capacitate the government itself on the issue.

• The state should establish permanent structures to support victims of child labour 
associated with agriculture.

 > FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS:

• Civil society organisations should raise awareness of the issue of child labour in the 
agricultural sector.

• Civil society organizations should design campaigns around the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights and its application to businesses operating in the agricultural sector.

• Universities should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
into their curriculums and detail how the principles may be applied to combat child labour.
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• All stakeholders should work together to devise a conflict management structure to handle 
child labour discoveries associated with agriculture. This mechanism should be equipped 
to handle complaints from any party.

• All stakeholders should engage in collective dialogue and training around child labour.
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Working Conditions

The improvement of working conditions is one of the International 
Labour Organization’s (ILO) principal objectives, in line with the 
right of every person to just and favourable conditions of work. 
Working conditions covers issues related to wages, hours of work, 
social security, employment status and disciplinary practices14.

International human rights establish the right of every person to an adequate standard of living. The ILO 
calls on all member states to adopt minimum wage policies that ensure an adequate standard of living. 

Social security is understood as encompassing the following nine branches: adequate health service, 
disability benefits, old age benefits, unemployment benefits, employment injury insurance, family and 
child support, maternity benefits, disability protections, and provisions for survivors and orphans. 

The risk of exploitative labour practices increases when a company does not recognise or acknowledge 
a worker’s employment status within the company (either as an employee, a hired labourer or otherwise) 
and without providing her with the same employment benefits and protections as other workers. 

Disciplinary practices are necessary to ensure that rules are followed and fairly applied in the workplace. 
However, without clear guidelines and training, workplace discipline can become abusive or discriminatory.

In Nicaragua, the constitution guarantees the right to liberty and dignity for all workers and provides for 
working conditions in line with international standards15. The minimum standards set by the constitution 
cannot be reduced under any circumstances and are only subject to negotiation if resulting in the 
strengthening and improvement of employee’s rights16. 

The constitution provides for a minimum wage, double pay for overtime and a 13th-month bonus 
‘aguinaldo’ equal to the most recent monthly salary received to be paid no later than December 1017. 
The Minimum Wage Law establishes minimum wages for ten sectors of the economy18. 

In 2013, the monthly minimum wage for the agriculture sector was 2,566 Nicaraguan córdobas 
(US$100), an increase of 6 percent from 201219. The agricultural sector accounts for the lowest minimum 
wage as compared to other sectors such as mining and construction with 4,653 (US $ 185) and 5,799 
(US$ 230) Nicaraguan córdobas, respectively20. 

COMMON STANDARDS

• Employers pay regularly and 
in a timely manner. 

• Any wage deductions must 
be authorised, legitimate 
and transparent.

• The maximum amount of 
working hours at 8 hours 
per day, or no more than  
48 hours per week (exclud-
ing overtime). 

• All personnel must be treat-
ed with respect and dignity.

• People must not be abused 
at work physically, verbally 
or mentally.
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According to the newspaper Nicaragua Dispatch, despite a 120 percent increase in the minimum 
wage over the past five years, in 2012 many Nicaraguans did not earn enough to meet the rising costs 
of living21, as the basic family basket for 2013 was 10,700 Nicaraguan córdobas a month (US$ 428)22. 
Additionally, the Danish Trade Union Council for International Development Cooperation noted in 2013 
that the median wage accounted for 3,189 (US$ 126) córdobas and was well below the cost of living23. 

As stipulated by the constitution, working time is generally not to exceed eight hours per day, with at least 
a half-hour lunch break as part of a paid day’s work. The maximum legal workweek is 48 hours, with one 
day of rest24, in accordance with international standards. The Danish Council reported in 2013 that most 
workers worked more than 40 hours per week and over a third worked more than 50 hours per week25. 

According to a 2013 report by the International Labour Organisation, workers were obliged to work 
hours above the maximum legally allowed, without overtime pay26. The International Trade Union 
Confederation reported that in 2012, employers took advantage of the high unemployment rate to 
pressure employees to work more than eight hours a day without paying overtime27. 

Presidential Decree obligates employers to contribute 16 percent of an employee’s payroll to social 
security, including medical care, disability payments and retirement benefits28. According to a 2011 
report by the International Social Security Association, public- and private-sector employees older 
than age 16 were covered by the social insurance system, but seasonal agricultural workers were 
excluded29. In 2007, the social security health insurance programme was extended to informal 
workers for a monthly fee (optional insurance)30. The organisation Centro Nicaraguense de Derechos 
Humanos (CNDH) reported in 2012 that only 1.5 percent of insured represented that sector31. 

According to the Central Bank of Nicaragua, of the working age population of 4.1 million people, 
2.9 million were employed in 2012. The agricultural sector was the largest employer, with 892,000 
workers as of 2011, most recent data available32. However, only 62,414 agriculture workers were 
covered i 201333. 

The organisation CNDH estimated in 2012 that 80 percent of the economically active population 
worked in the informal sector, and according to the newspaper El Nuevo Diario, one of the highest in 
the region34. The same report noted that the rural areas accounted for the largest amount of informal 
employees, representing 86 percent of total workers35. 

Protect, Respect and Remedy Challenges in the Nicaragua  
Agriculture Sector

 > Companies may cause, contribute or be directly linked to adverse human rights impacts concerning :

• Disciplinary practices when they:

 - Do not maintain clear policies and procedures for acceptable disciplinary action.

 - Do not effectively train workers and supervisors on disciplinary rules.

 - Deduct wages as a disciplinary measure.

 - Maintain separate rules for permanent and contracted workers.
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• Remuneration when they:

 - Do not properly educate workers as to how their wages are calculated.

 - Base piece-rate wages on a quota that does not ensure that employees will be able to 
earn a basic needs wage.

 - Set production quotas in an unscientific and unmanaged manner, without the adequate 
training of employees, poor production planning and inadequate machine maintenance. 

 - Do not explain pay deductions and fines.

 - Do not pay full social security and other benefits as required by law.

 - Do not pay wages on time.

 - Use labour contracting arrangements, subcontractors or consecutive short-term 
contracts and false apprenticeship schemes to avoid paying the full wages and benefits.

 - Excessively deduct wages for food and supplies.

• Working hours when they:

 - Allow employees to work consistent overtime without assessing the reason overtime 
is necessary or considering raising wages.

 - Average work hours from several weeks to avoid paying daily overtime premium.

 - Do not focus on improving production planning in spite of bottlenecks.

 - Accept unrealistic orders and lead times without demanding that buyers refrain from 
this practice, resulting in employees working excessive overtime hours.

 - Do not train workers to increase productivity.

 - Do not add shifts and maintain flexible work schedules.

 > Governments do not adequately protect against adverse human rights impacts concerning 
working conditions when they: 

• Do not ensure the suitability and enforcement of legislation pertaining to adequate 
working conditions.

• Do not monitor companies to secure the provision of full fringe benefits for all workers.

• Do not encourage companies to pay a basic needs wage.

Recommended Due Diligence Actions for Companies
 > Normal company working hours are limited to 48 per week by both company policy and practice, 
or fewer if provided by national law, collective agreement or industry standards.

 > Overtime is infrequent, remunerated at premium rate, and does not exceed 12 hours in any one 
week, or 36 hours per month.

 > The company has a system to plan, record and monitor hours worked by each employee, and 
regularly evaluates whether the number of workers is sufficient to meet production targets 
without resorting to overtime.
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 > Where overtime per worker systematically exceeds 12 hours per week, the company increases 
its workforce to correspond to production targets, or puts in place measures to increase worker 
productivity and reduce overtime.

 > Workers are allowed at least 24 consecutive hours of rest (or more if provided by national law or 
industry standards) in every seven day period.

 > The company ensures that workers have no less than a 30-minute break for every 4 hours of work 
(or more if provided by national law or industry standards) and that workers are allowed to use 
toilet facilities whenever necessary and not just during designated breaks.

 > It is company policy to provide workers with a living wage sufficient to meet basic food, clothing 
and housing needs and provide some discretionary income for themselves and their dependents.

 > The company is aware of whether the legal minimum wage in the country of operation meets the 
requirement for a living wage.

 > If no national minimum wage is established, or if national minimum wage standards are insufficient 
to meet the basic needs of workers and their dependents, the company calculates a living wage 
based on the cost of living in its area of operation.

 > Part-time workers receive wages and benefits that are proportionate to those of full-time workers, 
and receive overtime compensation at a minimum of 1.25 times their hourly salary.

 > The company pays wages at regular intervals and does not take deductions from wages for 
disciplinary measures or other deductions not authorised by national law.

 > Bonus and piece-rate payment systems are monitored to ensure that the total salary paid meets 
living wage requirements without resort to overtime.

 > Workers are granted at least three weeks of paid holiday leave per year or more if required by 
national law or collective agreements. Part-time and short-term workers are provided with paid 
holiday leave proportionate to the number of hours worked, at a rate equal to that of permanent 
full time employees.

 > Workers are entitled to paid sick leave in accordance with the applicable national law. If sick leave 
is not provided for in national law, the company consults with union or worker representatives to 
establish alternative means of protection in case of illness or injury.

 > The company ensures that sick leave is not deducted from workers’ vacation time.

 > Female workers are entitled to no less than fourteen weeks of paid maternity leave per child.

 > The company grants compassionate or parental leave to workers who have recently adopted a child 
or children, or have taken on the responsibility to care for foster children or other dependent children.

 > The company ensures that all employees receive employment contracts prior to starting work for 
the company, and those contracts are understood by each employee.

 > Contracts detail each employee’s rights and obligations of employment, including clear job 
description, bonus and salary systems, and reasonable notice periods.
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 > Reference to company handbooks or other relevant documents on employment terms are integrated 
into the contract.

 > The company ensures that contractors provide workers operating within company premises with 
an official employment status in line with company standards.

Recommended Actions for States
 > The state ensures the suitability and enforcement of legislation pertaining to adequate working 
conditions. 

 > The state creates and runs practical training courses on adequate working conditions. 

 > The state supports and convenes multi-stakeholder initiatives or roundtables to draw on the 
experience of organisations, non-government and government agencies involved in advocacy or 
investigation of related issues related to working conditions.

 > The state enhances and ensures the availability of relevant governmental grievance mechanisms.

 > The state adopts the necessary measures to ensure equal remuneration for work of equal value, for 
both men and women36. 

 > The state steps up its efforts to increase opportunities in the formal labour market and to take the 
necessary measures to ensure that workers in the informal economy enjoy basic labour standards37. 

 > The state increases funding for and ensures regularization of the unstructured labour market38. 

 > The state amends its labour legislation in order to combat contractual insecurity, including by 
reducing the use of temporary contracts and the subcontracting of workers formally employed 
full-time and whose labour contract has ended39. 

 > The state ensures that labour laws are effectively applied and that the minimum wage covers 100 
per cent of the basic food basket40. 

 > The state takes all necessary measures to implement the Act prohibiting sexual harassment in 
the workplace41. 

 > The state intensifies its efforts to expand social security coverage for all workers. The state 
ensures the application of minimum compulsory contributions to obtain social security benefits 
and to include unemployment insurance in the new social security scheme. The state ratifies the 
International Labour Organization (ILO) Social Security (Minimum Standards) Convention, 1952 
(No. 102)42. 

 > The state undertakes an evaluation of its social security system with a view to establishing 
the necessary mechanisms to guarantee broad social coverage that ensures appropriate 
benefits, especially retirement and maternity benefits, to all workers, including those in the 
informal sector43. 
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Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations for the Nicaragua Agriculture Sector
The following recommendations were developed by stakeholders participating in Pillars in Practice 
Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee consultations. 

 > FOR COMPANIES:

• Businesses should, where possible, avoid using casual labour. Casual labourers should not 
be employed for long periods of time, and should be given the same rights and benefits as 
permanent employees according to how long they have worked for the company, not their 
contractual status.

• Businesses should adhere to international best practices relating to working conditions.

• Businesses should adopt a policy of respect for human rights that incorporates the issue of 
decent working conditions.

• Businesses should incorporate human rights topics, including working conditions, into 
contracts with business partners.

• Businesses should publically report, on an annual basis, their respect for decent working 
conditions and the actions they are taking to ensure respect for these rights.

• Businesses should consult with their employees and unions when developing their policies 
on decent working conditions in order to better inform the process and secure buy in.

• Foreign businesses should work through local embassies to train groups of companies on 
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and how they may be applied to 
address issues related to working conditions.

 > FOR STATES: 

• The state should enact a law to protect the human rights of workers who are hired under the 
guise of outsourcing.

• The state should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights into 
procurement contracts. Thus, companies providing goods or services to the state would be 
expected to respect decent working conditions under the framework of the Principles.

• The state should hire additional inspectors to the Ministry of Labour and Employment and 
additional personnel to the Nicaraguan Institute of Social Security in order to ensure decent 
working conditions. 

• The state should actively engage communities in ensuring decent working conditions.

• The state should promote domestic and foreign investment in geographic areas of 
unemployment from companies whose policies and practices respect decent working 
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conditions and agreements with businesses should refer to the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights. 

• The state should ensure an environment conducive to the work of CSOs focused on decent 
working conditions.

• The state should strengthen the capacity of ministries to engage in dialogue and promote 
decent working conditions.

• The state should establish permanent structures to support victims of poor working conditions 
associated with agricultural activities.

 > FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS:

• Civil society should promote awareness among communities of workers’ rights.

• Civil society organisations should complement government efforts to capacitate businesses 
and communities in decent working conditions.

• Civil society organizations should design campaigns around the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights and its application to the working conditions of businesses 
operating in the agricultural sector.

• Universities should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
into their curriculums and detail how the principles may be applied to respect decent 
working conditions.

• All stakeholders should work together to devise a conflict management structure to handle 
poor working conditions associated with agriculture. This mechanism should be equipped 
to handle complaints from any party.

• All stakeholders should engage in collective dialogue and training around working conditions
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Rights Holders at Risk in the Workplace

Discrimination in the workplace can occur in various forms 
and settings, from high-rise office buildings and rural farming 
communities to agribusiness enterprises. It can affect men 
or women on the basis of their sex, race, skin colour, national 
extraction, social origin, religion, political opinions, disability, health 
or other status. 

Rights holders at risk in the workplace may include ethnic minorities, indigenous peoples, migrant 
workers, persons with disabilities, persons with HIV/AIDS, religious minorities or sexual minorities.

International law prohibits direct and indirect discrimination. Direct discrimination occurs when a law, 
company policy, practice or procedure targets a particular group of people due to a distinguishing 
personal characteristic. Indirect discrimination occurs when the result of the application of a law, 
company policy, procedure or practice negatively impacts a particular individual or group, even if the 
content appears neutral44. 

The constitution recognises the multi-ethnic nature of Nicaragua, the existence of indigenous peoples 
and their right to identity, culture and collective land ownership45. Law 28 provides for an autonomous 
government and a system of communal ownership of territories in the Atlantic Coast region, and divides 
the region into the North Atlantic Autonomous Region (RAAN) and the South Atlantic Autonomous 
Region (RAAS)46. Law 757 on Dignified and Fair Treatment for Indigenous and Afro-Descendants 
guarantees just and equal treatment regarding job opportunities and access to employment47. 

Nicaragua’s indigenous minorities constitute 5 percent of the population48. The main groups are the 
Rama, Mayagna and Miskitu peoples who live in RAAN and RAAS and the Chorotega, Cacaopera and 
Ocanxiu that are located in the Pacific Coast49. The latest Minority Rights Group International report, 
from 2008, stated that the unemployment rate of indigenous peoples was close to 90 percent and 
those who were employed were concentrated in informal jobs, including in farming50. According to 
the 2011 Agriculture Survey, banana and cacao were the commodities most commonly produced in 
areas where indigenous people were located, particular in the northern region51. 

In Nicaragua, people of African descent make up about nine percent of the total population, though 
according to a 2011 report from the NGO Centro para los Derechos Humanos, Ciudadanos y Autónomos, 

COMMON STANDARDS

• Prevent acts of discrimi-
nation in the workplace, 
including those rooted in 
formal structures and cultur-
al traditions. 

• Making decisions concern-
ing hiring, wages, promo-
tion, training, discipline, 
retirement or termination 
based on unbiased criteria 
rather than on discriminato-
ry characteristics.

• Procedures in place —
accessible and known to all 
workers—where workers 
can safely report incidents 
of workplace discrimination. 

• Reasonable steps to enable 
qualified persons with dis-
abilities or health conditions 
to gain employment oppor-
tunities with the company, 
for example by providing 
wheel chair access, flexi-
ble working hours, longer 
breaks etc. 
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the number may be much larger, as many Afro-Nicaraguans do not self-identify as black52. They mostly 
reside in the Atlantic Coast53. The Creoles and Garífunas are the two major African descendant groups54. 

Same organisation reported in 2011 that the unemployment rate of Afro-descendants in 2011 was 
close to 90 percent55. Those employed worked mostly in banana, coconut, pineapple and African 
palm plantations56. 

The law mandates equal remuneration and working conditions for migrants and nationals57. Nicaragua 
is primarily a source and transit country for migrant labour, and to a lesser degree, a destination country 
for workers from El Salvador and Honduras. Internal migration occurred particularly for job opportunities 
in the agriculture sector in coffee and sugarcane plantations58. In 2010, the International Organization 
for Migration (IOM) estimated that there were approximately 40,000 migrants in Nicaragua59. 

Law 763 on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities prohibits discrimination against persons with 
physical, sensory, intellectual or mental disabilities. The law also stipulates that employers must 
organise the workplace and work equipment to enable employment of persons with disabilities. 
Companies must employ at least one person with a disability for every 50 employees60. Although no 
penalties are stipulated for noncompliant companies, penalties may still be issued through a general 
labour inspection. The U.S. Department of State reported in 2012 that in practice, discrimination 
against persons with disabilities in employment was widespread61. 

The First National Survey on Persons with Disabilities from 2003 indicated that 10.3 per cent of the 
population suffered from some kind of disability62. Additionally, half of them received some type of income 
while only 5 percent received a subsidy from the Government63. According to the Nicaraguan newspaper 
El Nuevo Diario, companies did not adopt policies to promote the inclusion of persons with disabilities64. 

The Law for the Promotion, Protection and Defence of Human Rights of People with HIV/AIDS 
prohibits any form of discrimination against persons with HIV/AIDS in the workplace and in accessing 
health services65. It also stipulates that persons living with HIV/AIDS have the right to work, that HIV 
infection must not be considered an impediment to employment and that HIV infection is not a 
valid cause for termination of an employee66. The law also specifies that no one may be subjected to 
HIV testing without her knowledge and consent67. In 2012, 7,800 people living with HIV/AIDS were 
reported by the local NGO ASONVIHSIDA, lowest prevalence rate in the region68. The majority were 
between 15 and 49—typically the prime labouring years69. 

The Criminal Code prohibits discrimination in the workplace based on sexual orientation70. In 
2012, the U.S. Department of State reported that in practice, LGBT persons faced discrimination in 
employment71. Moreover, a 2010 el Nuevo Diario report noted that transgender women were denied 
access to employment based on their clothing and their sexual identity72. 

The law guarantees gender equality within the workplace, and the constitution protects women’s 
rights to equal pay for equal work73. Law 648 on Equal Rights and Opportunities guarantees equal 
pay for equal work. In 2012 the ILO’s Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and 
Recommendations expressed concerns over the provisions that the principle should be applied 
together with work experience, academic qualification, level of responsibility and responsibility of 
the position and that the lack of regulation in this matter could in practice not guarantee equal pay 
for work of equal value to women74. 
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The Comprehensive Act Against Violence Towards Women (2011) includes fines of up to 300 days’ 
salary in cases where women are discriminated against on the basis of, among other things, physical 
appearance, marital status, and motherhood or HIV status75. 

Nicaragua ranks 37 out of 86 countries in the OECD’s 2012 Social Institutions and Gender Index that 
captures discriminatory social institutions such as violence against women and restricted access to 
land and credit, and places Nicaragua below other Central American nations76. 

According to a 2012 World Bank report, only 45.8 percent of women were either working or looking 
for jobs, compared to 83.9 percent in the case of men. The same report also noted the lack of childcare 
options as the main reason for women not having presence in the labour market77. 

Of the estimated 160,000 women working in the agriculture sector in 2011, less than 11,000 were 
registered in the national social security system78. The latest report from the UN Committee on the 
Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, from 2007, expressed concern over the high rate of 
women working in the informal sector as they lacked legal protection79. 

Law 392 for the Promotion of Nicaraguan Youth’s Comprehensive Development was adopted in 2001 
with the mandate to promote youth’s human development guaranteeing the fulfilment of their rights, 
including access to employment80. The newspaper La Prensa referred in 2013 to latest governmental 
statistics reporting that almost half a million people between 15 and 29 years of age did not have a job81. 
A 2011 UNDP report stated that youth unemployment rate was 2.3 percent higher; their salaries were 24 
percent lower and 60 percent of them worked in the informal sector, particularly in agriculture82.

Protect, Respect and Remedy Challenges in the Nicaragua  
Agriculture Sector

 > Companies may cause, contribute or be directly linked to adverse human rights impacts concerning 
rights holders at risk in the workplace when they:

• Deny minorities or women equal benefits and job opportunities. 

• Do not attempt to reflect workplace demographics in the promotion of managers.

• Hire or promote workers based on religion, gender, race or other non-performance criteria.

• Include non-performance related criteria, such as physical characteristics, in job applications. 

• Do not hire workers over a certain age for specific jobs.

• Discriminately offer training that enables advancement.

• Engage in pregnancy testing of women to deny them employment or advancement.

• Attempt to uncover the HIV status of employees to deny employment.

• Use employment agencies that engage in discriminatory practices.

• Use communications channels that exclude minorities or migrant workers that do not 
know the main language.
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 > Governments do not adequately protect against adverse human rights impacts concerning rights 
holders at risk in the workplace when they:

• Do not regularly assess and update laws that prohibit discriminatory practices.

• Do not assure that norms and their application are directed to the specific necessities of a 
variety of stakeholders.

• Do not make complaint mechanisms available to victims of discrimination.

• Do not enforce prohibitions of discrimination.

• Do not promote mechanisms to enhance employer performance in relation to gender.

• Do not prioritise the objective of encouraging underrepresented members of society, such 
as women, from entering areas insufficiently represented in the economy.

Recommended Due Diligence Actions for Companies
 > The company identifies different types of discrimination, including those rooted in formal structures 
and cultural traditions.

 > It is company policy to ensure that decisions concerning hiring, wages, promotion, training, 
discipline, retirement and termination are based only on unbiased criteria, and are not linked to 
any of the discriminatory characteristics listed in the description for this question.

 > Each job category in the company has a written description stating the salary level and the 
qualifications required for that job category.

 > The company ensures that employment advertisements do not reference discriminatory criteria, 
such as race, gender or age (unless listed as part of a legal equal opportunities promotion).

 > The company ensures that job applicants are not asked to give information about their marital 
status, pregnancy, intent to have children, number of dependents, or similar information that may 
lead to discriminatory hiring decisions.

 > All hiring managers receive training regarding the company’s non-discrimination policies.

 > The company has established a procedure, accessible and known to all workers, where workers can 
safely report incidents of workplace discrimination.

 > The company takes reasonable steps to enable qualified persons with disabilities or health 
conditions to gain employment opportunities with the company, for example by providing wheel 
chair access, flexible working hours, longer breaks etc.

Recommended Actions for States
 > The state assesses and updates laws that prohibit discriminatory practices motivated by race, 
religion, sexuality, nationality, age and disability, in the employment, termination, payment, 
promotion, hiring, recruitment, training, use of company facilities, testing, benefits, retirement, 
annual leave, etc.
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 > The state assures that norms and their application are directed to the specific necessities of multi-
stakeholders, such as provisions included for disabled workers in order to accommodate their 
needs and avoid causing undue burden.

 > The state establishes and maintains government mechanisms for grievances in order to deal with 
complaints related to employment discrimination.

 > The state institutes and applies resources and sanctions for negative actions motivated by discrimination.

 > The state develops programs to guarantee that men and women receive the same opportunities 
and conditions with respect to education and paid labour.

 > The state institutes and implements legislation that requires gender equality in employment, 
education policy, and social policy.

 > The state works in collaboration with employers by providing advice, practical tools and training to 
help improve performance in relation to gender.

 > The state convenes multi-stakeholders initiatives to tackle specific issues related to gender equality, 
such as sexual harassment.

 > The state establishes objectives to encourage women to enter areas insufficiently represented in 
the economy.

 > The state institutes reporting requirements for businesses to evaluate and report on policies in the 
areas of gender equality.

 > The state intensifies its efforts to combat discrimination against women in employment matters, 
guaranteeing, inter alia, equal access to employment and equal pay for equal work83. 

 > The state should place emphasis on women’s human rights in all development cooperation 
programmes with international organizations and bilateral donors, so as to address the socio-
economic causes of discrimination against women, including those affecting women in rural 
areas, through all available sources of support. In particular, it recommends that The state set clear 
benchmarks and timetables for the implementation of measures targeting rural women84. 

 > The state increases women’s opportunity to transition from informal- to formal-sector employment, 
including through the provision of training and capacity-building efforts85. 

 > The state takes the necessary action to put a stop to alleged instances of systematic persecution 
and death threats, particularly against the defenders of women’s rights, and ensure that those 
responsible are duly punished. The state guarantees organizations of human rights defenders the 
right to freedom of expression and association in the conduct of their activities86. 

 > The state maintains and promotes forums for direct participation by women in decision making at 
the local and national levels, particularly in respect of violence against women , and to ensure their 
participation and representation by civil society87 

 > The state takes preventive and awareness raising measures on gender violence, such as training on 
women’s rights and gender violence for police officers, especially those in police units for women88 
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 > The state undertakes to combat racial discrimination by developing a global and national 
policy to combat racism and racial discrimination, and ensuring effective implementation of the 
Autonomy Statute89. 

 > The state takes the necessary steps to ensure that the National Commission for the Elimination 
of Racial Discrimination is officially recognised as the body responsible for developing and 
implementing a State policy to combat racism, assigning to it the financial and technical resources 
required for it to function properly90. 

 > The state adopts appropriate measures to combat racial prejudice that leads to racial discrimination 
in the media - both public and private channels – and in the press91. 

 > The state promotes, in the information sector, understanding, tolerance and friendship between 
the various racial groups that exist in the state, including the adoption of a code of ethics for the 
media, which requires the media to respect the identity and culture of the indigenous peoples and 
communities of African descent92.

Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations for the Nicaragua Agriculture Sector
The following recommendations were developed by stakeholders participating in Pillars in Practice 
Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee consultations. 

 > FOR COMPANIES 

• Businesses should strive to achieve an equal representation of both genders in the workforce.

• Businesses should ensure that their workplaces are gender-sensitive.

• Business should ensure that female workers receive equal pay for work of equal value.

• Businesses should not require a period of working before workers can take maternity leave.

• Businesses should adhere to international best practices associated with rights holders at 
risk in the workplace.

• Businesses should adopt a policy of respect for human rights that incorporates the issue of 
rights holders at risk in the workplace.

• Businesses should publically report, on an annual basis, their respect for rights holders at risk 
in the workplace and the actions they are taking to ensure respect.

• Businesses should engage with stakeholders in order to benefit from the work they have 
done to design tools, such as handbooks used in Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala, 
created to guide businesses on how to best employ and manage workers with disabilities. 

• Businesses should consult with their employees and unions when developing their policies 
concerning rights holders at risk in the workplace in order to better inform the process and 
secure buy in.

• Foreign businesses should work through local embassies to train groups of companies on 
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and how they may be applied to 
address issues related to rights holders at risk in the workplace.
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 > FOR STATES: 

• The state should actively engage communities in addressing issues associated with rights 
holders at risk in the workplace.

• The state should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights into 
procurement contracts. Thus, companies providing goods or services to the state would be 
expected to respect rights holder at risk in the workplace under the framework of the Principles.

• The state should promote domestic and foreign investment in geographic areas of 
unemployment from companies whose policies and practices respect rights holders at risk 
in the workplace, and agreements with businesses should refer to the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights. 

• The state should ensure an environment conducive to the work of civil society organizations 
focused on addressing rights holders at risk in the workplace.

• The state should strengthen the capacity of ministries to engage in dialogue and promote 
decent conditions for rights holders at risk in the workplace.

• The state should hire additional inspectors to the Ministry of Labour and Employment, the 
Nicaraguan Institute of Social Security and the Ministry of Women in order to ensure that 
business respect rights holders at risk in the workplace. 

• The state should establish permanent structures to support rights holders at risk in the 
workplace who were victims of human rights abuses as a result of agricultural activities.

 > FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS:

• Civil society organisations should complement government efforts to capacitate businesses 
and communities in issues surrounding rights holders at risk in the workplace.

• Civil society organizations should design campaigns around the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights and its application to rights holders at risk operating in the 
agricultural sector. 

• Universities should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
into their curriculums and detail how the principles may be applied to the respect for rights 
holders at risk in the workplace.

• All stakeholders should engage in collective dialogue and training around rights holders at 
risk in the workplace.

• All stakeholders should work together to devise a conflict management structure to handle 
disputes associated with rights holders at risk in the workplace arising out of agriculture. 
This mechanism should be able to handle complaints from any party.
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Trade Unions

The right to freedom of association and collective bargaining is 
at the core of the values of the International Labour Organization 
(ILO). Freedom of association ensures that workers and employers 
can associate to efficiently negotiate work relations. Combined 
with strong freedom of association, sound collective bargaining 
practices ensure that employers and workers have an equal voice in 
negotiations and that the outcome will be fair and equitable.

There continue to be major challenges in applying these principles. In some countries certain 
categories of workers (e.g. public servants, seafarers, workers in export processing zones) are denied 
the right of association, workers’ and employers’ organizations are illegally suspended or interfered 
with and, in extreme cases, trade unionists are arrested or killed.

The Committee on Freedom of Association has ruled that the right to strike is one of the essential 
means through which workers and their organizations may promote and defend their economic 
and social interests93. 

In Nicaragua, the constitution guarantees the right to association to all workers except the armed 
forces and the police94. The law allows for several unions to be formed within a company95. 

A 2013 Danish Trade Union Council for International Development Cooperation report noted that 342,410 
workers were members of Trade Unions in a country with a workforce of approximately 3 million96. The 
National Workers Front (FNT) is the largest trade union in Nicaragua with more than 200,000 members97. 

According to a 2012 International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) Report, at least 800,000 workers 
were employed as subcontractors. This was particularly pronounced in agriculture, and has reportedly 
resulted in denial of collective bargaining, formation of trade unions and access to social security98. 

The constitution guarantees the right to collective bargaining99. The length of a collective bargaining 
agreement is two years and it is automatically renewed if neither party requests revisions100. The U.S. 
Department of State reported in 2012 report that, according to labour leaders, employers routinely 
violated collective bargaining agreements and labour laws with impunity101. 

COMMON STANDARDS

• No limitations on emNo 
limitations on employees’ 
rights to unionise collective-
ly bargain or go on strike.

• Improvement of the op-
erations of legal workers’ 
organisation that aim to 
represent workers’ collec-
tive interest.

• Establishment or support 
of unions that are indepen-
dent of management and 
genuinely represent the 
interests of workers.

• No punishment of workers 
who attempt to form or 
join trade unions or under-
take strike actions.
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The constitution recognises the right to strike102. At least 50 percent plus an additional union member 
must support a strike for it to be officially recognised103, and unions must receive approval from the 
Ministry of Labour. According to a 2013 report by Freedom House, this permission was rarely granted104. 

The law prohibits employers from hiring replacement workers during a strike, though the U.S. 
Department of State reported in 2012 that in practice, companies were doing so105. The law prohibits 
dismissal of, or discrimination against, workers due to union membership or activity106. Employers 
who violate labour rights are subject to sanctions in accordance with the Penal Code107. Freedom 
House reported in 2013 that, in practice, a significant percentage of operating trade unions were 
related to political parties, and cases of intimation of unions not associated with the ruling party 
occurred108. The U.S. Department of State reported in 2012 that companies organised employer-led 
unions lacking independence for the purpose of avoiding legal penalties109. 

Employers are required to reinstate workers fired for union activity. The U.S. Department of State 
reported in 2012 that in practice, employers did not reinstate workers or pay severance110. Employers 
are permitted to dismiss any employee, including union organisers, if they have the permission of the 
Ministry of Labour and pay twice the amount of the usual severance pay111. ITUC reported in 2012 that 
union protected status was limited to nine executive members per union and three branch members112. 

ITUC further noted that companies blocked the free exercise of trade union rights. Union workers 
reported attacks, harassment and other pressure tactics to force them to leave the union or the 
company. Dismissals of union members and leaders were reported to be the main tool used by 
employers to counter organising113. Freedom House also reported in 2013 that employees were 
dismissed as a result of participating in union activities114. The U.S. Department of State reported in 
2012 that employers blacklisted union members115.

Protect, Respect and Remedy Challenges the Nicaragua  
Agriculture Sector

 > Companies may cause, contribute or be directly linked to adverse human rights impacts concerning 
trade unions when they:

• Prevent workers from forming or joining independent workers’ associations.

• Do not set a clear policy allowing collective bargaining.

• Task management with appointing worker representatives, rather than allowing workers to 
freely elect their own.

• Do not grant workers access to information on their rights and/or representatives.

• Favour one worker organisation over another.

• Advise workers that unions will discourage investment and reduce orders. 

• Harass, discriminate against, threaten, fire or ‘blacklist’ worker representatives or organisers. 

• Subject worker association meetings to shut-downs and harassment.
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 > Governments do not adequately protect against adverse human rights impact impacts concerning 
trade unions when they: 

• Do not adequately allocate resources to the Ministry of Labour, thus limiting key operations 
such as inspections, mediation and conciliation.

• Do not adequately compensate and incentivise government officials within the Ministry of 
Labour responsible for oversight activities, leading to unsustainable turnover rates.

• Do not promote worker access to information on their rights.

• Stipulate cumbersome legal requirements for strikes. 

• Delay or improperly reject union registration or collective bargaining. 

• Retaliate or take legal action against unions. 

• Take excessive force against demonstrating workers, and exorbitant penalties are given to 
workers for strike-related crimes such as “obstruction of transport.” 

• Ban strikes for the first years of commercial production. 

Recommended Due Diligence Actions for Companies
 > The company has a commitment to recognise the rights of its workers to freedom of association 
and collective bargaining, including the right to freely form and/or join independent trade unions, 
and this commitment is clearly communicated to all employees.

 > The company recognises workers’ organisations for collective bargaining purposes and has 
procedures in place to ensure regular collective bargaining with authorised worker representatives 
concerning all workplace related issues. 

 > The company allows worker representatives access to collective bargaining agreements, company 
premises, employees and other relevant documentation needed to fulfil their duties. 

 > The company prohibits discrimination or adverse actions against worker representatives or 
employees for participating or refraining to participate in lawful trade union activities. 

 > The company has agreed with workers’ representatives about the requirements of a fair hearing to 
be followed in relation to all disciplinary cases and employee grievances. 

 > The company has a committee, with participation of employee-elected representatives, which is 
responsible for hearing, processing, and settling disciplinary cases and employee grievances.

 > The company allows employees to engage in regular employee-only meetings within normal 
working hours, where employees can discuss concerns regarding working conditions. 

 > Where allowed by local legislation, and if independent trade unions are not present, the company 
informs employees of their right to form independent collective representation at the workplace. 
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 > Where allowed by local legislation, the company informs workers of their right to engage in regular 
collective bargaining on all workplace issues. 

 > Company management meets regularly with worker representatives to discuss work-related 
problems and any concerns/complaints employees may wish to raise.

Recommended Actions for States
 > The state sets clear policies and regulations aligned with ILO Conventions 87 and 98.

 > The state sets clear policies and procedures for the appropriate conduct of strikes and the 
regulation of strikes; refrain from declaring legitimate strikes illegal.

 > The state allocates appropriate resources for staffing and training inspectors and mediators.

 > The state establishes and enforces formal channels for workers and their representatives to file 
grievances and seek resolution.

 > The state establishes and enforces mediation and arbitration mechanisms for union and 
company disputes.

 > The state establishes clear regulations that allow unions to operate freely, and avoid indiscriminate 
and arbitrary prosecution of worker organisations.

 > The state convenes awareness workshops and multi-stakeholder forums to encourage 
constructive dialogue.

Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations for the Nicaragua Agriculture Sector
The following recommendations were developed by stakeholders participating in Pillars in Practice 
Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee consultations. 

 > FOR COMPANIES:

• Businesses should adhere to international best practices associated with trade unions.

• Businesses should adopt a policy of respect for human rights that incorporates the issue of 
trade unions.

• Business should ensure that they have an open communication channel to speak to unions 
about their respective obligations according to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights. 

• Businesses should be transparent about their production costs and profit margins in order 
to accurately bargain with unions on issues such as fair wages.

• Businesses should engage in constructive dialogue with trade unions and worker representatives 
in order to deal with social issues and establish a good working environment for employees.

• Businesses should publically report, on an annual basis, their respect for trade unions and 
the actions they are taking to ensure this respect.
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• Foreign businesses should work through local embassies to train groups of companies on 
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and how they may be applied to 
address issues associated with trade unions.

 > FOR STATES:

• The state should actively engage communities in their efforts to address issues associated 
with trade unions.

• The state should promote domestic and foreign investment in geographic areas of 
unemployment from companies whose policies and practices respect trade unions, and 
agreements with businesses should refer to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights. 

• The state should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights into 
procurement contracts. Thus, companies providing goods or services to the state would be 
expected to respect trade unions under the framework of the Principles.

• The state should ensure an environment conducive the work of civil society organizations 
focused on addressing issues associated with trade unions.

• The state should strengthen the capacity of ministries to engage in dialogue and promote 
trade unions.

• The state should establish permanent structures to support victims of human rights abuses 
associated with trade unions as a result of agriculture activities.

 > FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS: 

• Civil society organisations should complement government efforts to capacitate businesses 
and communities on issues associated with trade unions.

• Civil society organisations should champion the role of trade unions.

• Civil society organisations and trade unions should take up a stronger oversight role.

• Civil society organizations should design campaigns around the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights and its application trade unions operating in the 
agricultural sector. 

• Universities should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human 
Rights into their curriculums and detail how the principles may be applied to respect 
for trade unions.

• Unions should continue to represent the interests of casual labourers.

• All stakeholders should engage in collective dialogue and training around trade unions.

• All stakeholders should work together to devise a conflict management structure to handle 
disputes associated with trade unions arising out of agriculture. This mechanism should be 
equipped to handle complaints from any party.
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Forced Labour

The ILO defines forced labour as work or service exacted from a 
person under threat or penalty, which includes penal sanctions 
and the loss of rights and privileges, where the person has not 
offered himself voluntarily. In 2012, the ILO estimated that 20.9 
million people were victims of forced labour globally, trapped in 
jobs into which they were coerced or deceived and which they 
could not leave. 

This estimate captures the full realm of human trafficking, where people are trafficked for labour and 
sexual exploitation or what some call modern-day slavery. An estimated 90 percent of forced labour 
victims are exploited in the private economy by individuals or enterprises, while the remaining 10 
percent are in state-imposed forms of forced labour, including prisons, state militaries or rebel armed 
forces. More than half of the forced labourers (56 percent) can be found in the Asia-Pacific region116. 

In Nicaragua, the constitution prohibits forced or compulsory labour, debt bondage and all related 
practices. The Penal Code prohibits all forms of human trafficking and provides for penalties up to 14 
years of imprisonment117. The International Organization for Migration (IOM) reported in 2013 that in 
practice, individuals were subjected to forced labour and human trafficking118. 

Nicaraguans are trafficked internally for the purpose of working under forced labour conditions in the 
agriculture sector119. Cases of migrants working under debt bondage conditions were reported by 
the International Organization for Migration in 2013120. According to the IOM, Nicaragua is primarily a 
source and transit country for trafficking in persons. Cases of men trafficked to work under conditions 
of forced labour in agriculture in the southern border areas to Costa Rica have been reported121. 

Protect, Respect and Remedy Challenges in the Nicaragua  
Agricultural Sector

 > Companies may cause, contribute or be directly linked to adverse human rights impacts concerning 
forced labour when they:

• Employ workers without pay.

COMMON STANDARDS

• Employees have the right 
to choose their workplace.

• Employees have the right 
to retain their personal 
documents and money.

• Employees have the right 
to leave the workplace 
after work.

• Employees have the right 
to resign.
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• Employ workers through debt bondage.

• Coerce employees to work against their will.

• Prevent workers from leaving worksites or from resigning from employment.

• Use labour that has been trafficked. 

• Retain worker passports or working papers.

• Do not give workers a copy of their contract.

• Do not document workers in the employment records.

• Hold the first month salary as a deposit.

• Require workers to pay for items that make the worker indebted to the company.

• Require workers to sign a termination letter as a condition of employment.

 > Governments do not adequately protect against adverse human rights impacts concerning forced 
labour when they: 

• Do not clearly define the prohibitions against forced labour in its various forms – trafficking, 
debt bondage, restrictions on freedom of movement, etc.

• Do not enforce prohibitions against forced labour.

• Do not levy strong penalties for civil and criminal charges.

• Do not ensure swift and fair resolution of cases brought for court hearings.

• Do not make complaint mechanisms accessible to the public.

Recommended Due Diligence Actions for Companies
 > Workers can give notice and leave employment within a reasonable length of time. This is clearly 
communicated to workers prior to starting employment.

 > The company (or its recruitment agencies) ensures that it does not withhold wages or bonuses and 
that it pays them in a timely and regular manner.

 > The company ensures it does not make deductions from wages for disciplinary measures or other 
deductions not authorised by national law.

 > Within normal working hours workers are able to earn a living wage sufficient to meet the basic 
needs of themselves and their closest dependents.

 > Overtime work is paid, voluntary and not compelled through threat of pay deductions, termination 
or other sanctions.

 > The company (or its recruitment agencies) ensures that it does not retain identity cards, passports, 
travel documents or other personal items without which workers cannot leave employment. If 
letters of release or other documents are needed for the worker to leave employment, such letters 
are issued without delay.

 > All workers are allowed to leave company premises during breaks and at the end of their shifts, and 
workers in company housing may freely enter and exit their accommodation at any time.
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 > The company (or its recruiting agencies) ensures that it does not require workers to pay recruitment 
fees or lodge money deposits.

 > Loans or salary advancements to workers are based on fair terms that are clearly explained to the 
worker, are not granted to cover basic living expenses, are limited in size, and do not require the 
worker to remain with the company until repayment is completed.

 > If the company uses prison labour it ensures that all prison workers have been convicted by a court 
of law, and that the work is voluntary and supervised by a public authority.

 > The company ensures that it does not use labour from agencies or firms involved in human 
trafficking or other forms of bonded labour.

Recommended Actions for States
 > The state clearly defines the prohibitions against forced labour in its various forms – trafficking, 
debt bondage, restrictions on freedom of movement, etc.

 > The state strengthens and enforces civil and criminal penalties.

 > The state clearly defines, communicates and upholds procedures for bringing allegations to court.

 > The state ensures swift and fair resolution of cases brought for court hearings

 > National legislation in the state bans all corporal punishment of children, at school and in other 
institutions for children122. 

 > The state steps up efforts to combat the trafficking of women and children and, in particular123:

• Explicitly make trafficking in and the sexual exploitation of women and children criminal offences;

• Ensure that punishment commensurate with the gravity of the offences is inflicted upon 
anyone who exploits women and children for such purposes;

• Maintain its efforts to make the general public aware of the criminal nature of the sexual 
exploitation of women and children;

• Arrange training courses for the competent authorities; and

• Protect and assist the victims of sexual exploitation.

Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations for the Nicaragua Agriculture Sector
The following recommendations were developed by stakeholders participating in Pillars in Practice 
Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee consultations. 

 > FOR COMPANIES:

• Businesses should adhere to international best practices associated with combatting 
forced labour.

• Businesses should adopt a policy of respect for human rights that incorporates the issue 
of forced labour.
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• Businesses should publically report, on an annual basis, their prohibition of forced labour 
and the actions they are taking to ensure their compliance with this rule.

• Businesses should consult with their employees and unions when developing their forced 
labour policies in order to better inform the process and secure buy in.

• Foreign businesses should work through local embassies to train groups of companies on 
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and their application to address 
forced labour. 

 > FOR STATES:

• The state should actively engage communities in addressing forced labour.

• The state should promote domestic and foreign investment in geographic areas of 
unemployment from companies whose policies and practices prohibit forced labour, and 
agreements with businesses should refer to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights. 

• The state should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights into 
procurement contracts. Thus, companies providing goods or services to the state would be 
expected to act to prohibit forced labour under the framework of the Principles.

• The state should ensure an environment conducive the work of civil society organizations 
focused on addressing forced labour.

• The state should strengthen the capacity of ministries to engage in dialogue and promote 
the eradication of forced labour.

• The state should establish permanent structures to support victims of forced labour as a 
result of agricultural activities.

 > FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS:

• Civil society organisations should complement government efforts to capacitate businesses 
and communities on forced labour.

• Civil society organizations should design campaigns around the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights and its application to forced labour in the agricultural sector. 

• Universities should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
into their curriculums and detail how the principles may be applied to combat forced labour.

• All stakeholders should engage in collective dialogue and training around forced labour.

• All stakeholders should work together to devise a conflict management structure to handle 
disputes associated with forced labour arising out of agriculture. This mechanism should be 
equipped to handle complaints from any party.
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Rights Holders at Risk in the Community

Individuals and groups are marginalised in different ways in 
different contexts. Discrimination can affect children, men or 
women on the basis of their ethnicity, race, skin colour, nationality, 
social origin, religion, political opinion, disability or health status. 

Depending on the country context, rights holders at risk in the community may include ethnic 
minorities, indigenous peoples, migrant workers, persons with disabilities, persons with HIV/AIDS, 
religious minorities or sexual minorities. Though many of these groups are the same as those 
identified as Rights Holders at Risk in the Workplace, this issue is distinct in that the impacts of 
company operations, unlike those taking place at the worksite itself, may be more difficult to 
identify and address124. 

The constitution guarantees equal rights to all citizens and prohibits discrimination on the grounds of 
birth, nationality, political belief, race, sex, language, religion, opinion, origin, economic position and 
social status. The Criminal Code defines and criminalises discrimination on the basis of race, gender, 
disability, language and social status125. 

In 2012 the Inter-American Development Bank reported that children, particularly those living in 
rural areas, faced major poverty-related problems. Almost 50 percent of children ages 0 to 6 were 
extremely poor and suffered from high levels of malnutrition and cognitive delays. Additionally, 
the rate of chronic child malnutrition was 22.6 percent in rural areas as compared to 12.3 percent 
in urban areas126. According to a 2011 report by the World Council of Churches, Afro-descendants 
faced multiple forms of discrimination and were exposed to extreme poverty, unemployment, lack 
of education, poor housing, ill health and malnutrition127. The UN Committee on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights reported in 2008 that Afro-descendants (along with indigenous peoples) had the 
highest illiteracy rates of any social group in Nicaragua128. 

The World Bank reported in 2012 that most indigenous people lacked access to public services and 
adequate transportation infrastructure, making access to healthcare difficult129. The Office of the 
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights noted in 2011 that lack of schools, materials and human 
resources in the autonomous regions resulted in a 20 percent illiteracy rate among the indigenous 
population, compared to only 4.6 percent for the general population130. Women were particularly 
vulnerable to lack of access to healthcare and illiteracy, and were denied the ability to participate in 
the political life of indigenous communities131. 

COMMON STANDARDS

• Meaningfully consult with 
local communities when 
conducting business in 
proximity to their land  
or homes. 

• Include marginalised 
groups in community 
consultations.

• Prioritise hiring of mem-
bers of the local communi-
ty when seeking labourers 
for operations on commu-
nity land.
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Discrimination against persons with physical or mental disabilities is illegal132. The government does 
not mandate accessibility to buildings, information and communications for disabled133. The U.S. 
Department of State reported in 2012 that discrimination was widespread in education, health care 
and state services134. 

The UN Economic Commission for Latin America (CEPAL) reported in 2012 that an estimated 44 
percent of people with disabilities were illiterate, compared to a national average of 4.6 percent, 
and averaged less than five years of enrolment in school. Low rates of education and high rates 
of poverty among persons with disabilities were particularly pronounced in rural areas and among 
those between 15 and 34 years135. 

USAID reported in 2010 that discrimination and stigma against persons living with HIV/AIDS was 
widespread, including among healthcare providers136. Additionally, CEPAL reported in 2010 that 
migration laws allowed Nicaragua to reject migrants’ entrance if they were found to be HIV-positive137. 

In 2010, the International Organization for Migration estimated that there were approximately 40,000 
migrants in Nicaragua138. Attacks against migrant labourers and detainment under overcrowded and 
unhygienic conditions were highlighted in Nicaragua’s latest UN Universal Periodic Review process, 
in 2010, despite government efforts to ensure humane treatment139. 

In Nicaragua, according to a 2012 International Fund for Agriculture Development (IFAD) report, 
extreme poverty was almost exclusively seen in rural areas, where the household typically worked 
in the agriculture sector140. The Rural Poverty Portal reported same year that 80 percent of the rural 
poor in Nicaragua depended on agriculture for their livelihoods141. Families of small-scale farmers, 
landless farm workers and families engaged in agriculture and other income-generating activities 
were reportedly the most vulnerable groups in terms of access to basic services such as water, health 
and education142. 

The law provides that women enjoy the same rights as men, including in family and property 
ownership, and prohibits sexual harassment143. In 2012, a Comprehensive Law Against Violence 
Towards Women was adopted. However, same year the NGO IPAS noted that no budget was 
allocated to its implementation144.

Protect, Respect and Remedy Challenges in the Nicaragua  
Agricultural Sector

 > Companies may cause, contribute or be directly linked to adverse human rights impacts concerning 
rights holders at risk in the community when they:

• Disregard or ignore local customs.

• Inadequately or inequitably compensate people for land and/or distribution of benefits.

• Provide unequal pay for equal work, compared to workers from other communities.

• Engage in practices that lead to environmental degradation.

• Engage in projects leading to social dislocation and/or land disputes.

• Provide no mechanism for community members to resolve disputes or grievances. 
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 > Governments do not adequately protect against adverse human rights impacts concerning rights 
holders at risk in the community when they: 

• Do not address the lack of employment security in urban areas. 

• Do not address the lack of educational opportunities. 

• Do not assure that agreements made between the government or business and 
community members are transparent and accountable to community members who are 
the intended beneficiaries.

• Do not promote cooperation between local communities and businesses, including the 
facilitation of communication channels such as grievance mechanisms.

Recommended Due Diligence Actions for Companies
 > The company has a commitment to engage openly with communities in and around its area 
of operations, prior to, during and after commencing activities that may negatively impact their 
access to resources (e.g. water, food, land) or livelihoods (e.g. fishing or hunting grounds). 

 > The company communicates and consults with local communities prior to, during and after 
commencing activities to prevent, reduce and mitigate impacts.

 > The company takes steps to remedy the legitimate concerns of local communities regarding any 
negative impacts of the company’s operations on the access to resources or livelihoods. 

 > Does the company seek to avoid involvement in human rights abuses owing to government or 
societal practices? 

 > If operating in a country or region with systematic human rights abuses, the company seeks to 
become aware of and avoid the risk of contributing to, endorsing or benefiting from such abuses. 

 > Where the company risks involvement in systematic human rights abuses owing to government 
or societal practices, the company seeks to identify solutions through dialogue with other 
businesses, civil society organisations, experts and other relevant stakeholders, including where 
possible with the authorities.

Recommended Actions for States
 > The state ensures that laws and standards are established and enforced to protect indigenous 
cultures and livelihoods.

 > The state adopts and monitors legislative or administrative measures that provide for the regulation 
of businesses and transnational corporations in their operations with indigenous peoples.

 > The state ensures that indigenous peoples have access to adequate and effective judicial and 
grievance mechanisms.

 > The state conducts national baseline studies to study the impact of businesses on indigenous peoples.

 > The state, in collaboration with indigenous organisations, develops and activates bilingual and 
inter-cultural education programmes in order to bridge the education and employment gap 
between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples.
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 > The state effectively145:

• Guarantees indigenous peoples’ right to education, tailored to their specific needs;

• Guarantees access by all indigenous peoples, especially those in the Autonomous Regions 
of the Atlantic coast, to adequate health services; and

• Conducts consultations with indigenous peoples before granting licences for the 
economic exploitation of the lands where they live, and ensure that such exploitation in no 
circumstances infringes the rights acknowledged in the Covenant.

 > The state adopts a welfare programme enabling elderly persons to live a decent life146. 

 > The state takes the necessary measures to guarantee the effective implementation and 
sustainability of the Zero Hunger programme, particularly in the Pacific, central and autonomous 
regions, and comply with the provisions on non-discrimination in the Covenant and the 
Constitution. Furthermore, it should ensure that food vouchers are genuinely allocated to the 
poorest populations who have no resources of their own147. 

 > The state adopts the food sovereignty and security bill148. 

 > The state takes all appropriate measures to solve the problem of homelessness, provide access to 
credit and housing subsidies for low income families and marginalised and disadvantaged groups, 
and improve the supply of water and sanitation services to existing dwellings149. 

Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations for the Nicaragua Agriculture Sector
The following recommendations were developed by stakeholders participating in Pillars in Practice 
Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee consultations. 

 > FOR COMPANIES:

• Businesses should adhere to international best practices associated with rights holders at 
risk in the community. 

• Foreign businesses should work through local embassies to train groups of companies on 
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and how they address issues 
associated with rights holders at risk in the community. 

• Foreign businesses that are granted government concessions should establish functional 
communication and information dissemination channels with communities and the 
government in order to ensure that communities benefit from foreign investment.

• Businesses should provide decent accommodation for families, as well as appropriate and 
safe accommodation for single women.

• Businesses should provide services for the communities where they operate, and should 
not restrict these benefits to their workers only.
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• Businesses should consult with their employees and unions when developing policies 
concerning rights holders at risk in the community in order to better inform the process 
and secure buy in.

• Businesses should assign people at the rural level to address women’s rights.

• Businesses should adopt a policy of respect for human rights that incorporates the issue of 
rights holders at risk in the community.

• Businesses should publically report, on an annual basis, their respect for rights holders at risk 
in the workplace and the actions they are taking to ensure respect for these rights.

• Business should collaborate on specific guidelines and policies around gender equality.

• Businesses should include local communities in employment.

 > FOR STATES:

• The state should actively engage communities in addressing issues associated with rights 
holders at risk in the community.

• The state should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
into procurement contracts. Thus, companies providing goods or services to the 
state would be expected to respect rights holders at risk in the community under the 
framework of the Principles.

• The state should promote domestic and foreign investment in geographic areas of 
unemployment from companies whose policies and practices respect rights holders at 
risk in the community, and agreements with businesses should refer to the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights. 

• The state should ensure an environment conducive the work of civil society organizations 
focused on addressing issues associated with rights holders at risk in the community.

• The state should strengthen the capacity of ministries to engage in dialogue and promote 
respect for rights holders at risk in the community.

• The state should establish permanent structures to support rights holders at risk in 
the community who are victims of human rights abuses associated with as a result of 
agricultural activities.

 > FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS:

• Civil society organisations should train women to know and understand how to engage 
with companies. Where appropriate, neutral third parties should be engaged to assist 
in negotiations.

• Civil society organisations should train communities on participating in human rights 
due diligence and negotiations with companies seeking to begin operations that may 
affect them.
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• Civil society organisations should complement government efforts to capacitate businesses 
and communities on issues associated with rights holders at risk in the community.

• Civil society organizations should design campaigns around the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights and its application to rights holders at risk in the community 
associated with the agricultural sector. 

• Universities should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
into their curriculums and detail how the principles may be applied to respect for rights 
holders at risk in the community.

• All stakeholders should engage in collective dialogue and training around human rights 
issues affecting rights holders at risk in the community.

• All stakeholders should work together to devise a conflict management structure to handle 
disputes arising out of agriculture associated with rights holders at risk in the community. 
This mechanism should be equipped to handle complaints from any party.
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Occupational Health & Safety

Many workers globally face unhealthy and unsafe working 
conditions, a situation made worse by the recent global economic 
crisis and recession. Some 2 million people die every year from 
work-related accidents and diseases. An estimated 160 million 
people suffer from work-related diseases, and there are an 
estimated 270 million fatal and non-fatal workplace accidents per 
year. The International Labour Organization (ILO) has estimated 
that 4 percent of the world’s annual GDP is lost as a consequence 
of occupational diseases and accidents. Employers face costly early 
retirements, loss of skilled staff, absenteeism and high insurance 
premiums due to work-related accidents and diseases.

Some categories of workers such as migrants, temporary workers and those in the informal economy 
are particularly vulnerable to unhealthy and unsafe working conditions150. 

In Nicaragua, the law establishes a system of health and safety inspection that obligates employers 
to, at minimum: adopt preventive measures aimed at guaranteeing the hygiene and safety of 
employees; designate a person trained on occupational health to attend activities that promote 
OHS; to prevent and protect against labour risks; guarantee periodic occupational health exams for 
employees; assess unavoidable risks and adapt work to the capacity of the individual employees151. 
Employers contribute with 10 percent of workers salary to the Nicaraguan Institute of Social Security 
for a Professional Risk and Work Injury Insurance, while the workers contribute with 6.5 percent. As of 
2012, 606,624 workers were under the scheme152. 

Companies must also establish Mixed Commissions for Work Hygiene and Safety—bodies that 
include employer and worker representation that evaluate and supervise the implementation of 
work hygiene and safety rules153. 

In 2012, the U.S. Department of State noted that lack of adequate resources impeded enforcement 
of existing legislation, and that health and safety standards did not apply to the informal sector that 
includes a large amount of agriculture workers154. 

COMMON STANDARDS

• Maintain safe and healthy 
labour conditions and safe-
ly functioning equipment.

• Provide and ensure use of 
protective equipment.

• Appropriate warning signs 
and training materials.

• No use of banned chemi-
cals or other elements to 
which exposure has been 
found to endanger work-
ers’ health.
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In 2012, the Nicaraguan Institute of Social Security registered 31,051 workplace accidents where 10 
percent corresponded to activities in the agriculture sector. Most of them were related to the use of 
tools and machinery. That same year, workplace illnesses accounted for 719 cases, 10 percent of them 
registered in the agriculture sector, including chronic kidney disease (CKD)155. 

A major occupational health and safety issue in Nicaragua is the kidney disease epidemic affecting 
agricultural workers. According to NBC news, the number of annual deaths from CKD more than 
doubled in a decade, going from 466 in 2000 to 1,047 in 2010156 while BBC reported in 2011 that 
the disease killed more men than HIV and diabetes combined157. The cause of death is unexplained, 
but the Center for Public Integrity reported in 2011 that dehydration and heat stress158, as well as 
exposure to toxic chemicals used in agriculture were reportedly factors contributing to the illness159. 
The victims were primarily men working in manual labour, typically in the sugar cane industry160. 
No adequate treatment for the disease existed, and the organisation Upside Down World reported 
in 2012 that workers who got sick were fired as companies allegedly tried to distance themselves 
from the illness to avoid responsibility. The organisation further noted that in some cases, companies 
tested employees and fired the ones who showed signs of the illness161. 

According to the news service Demotix, in 2012, Nicaragua ranked fourth in worldwide deaths per 
capita due to CKD (81.61 per million). Within Nicaragua, the Ministry of Health has shown that the 
departments of Leon and Chinandega, prominently agricultural regions, had a CKD mortality rate 4 to 
5 times higher than the national rate; however the distribution of the disease was not homogeneous 
within these departments; the two communities of la Isla and Candelaria showed a particularly high 
occurrence of the disease162. 

According to a 2010 BSR Report, a lack of safety training in the use of pesticides resulted in farm 
workers being exposed to toxic pesticides, leading to acute pesticide poisoning in some cases163. 
Deaths have been reported, as well as high infertility rates among men and women164. Even though 
workers have the right to remove themselves from dangerous workplace situations, many were not 
aware of this right165.  

Protect, Respect and Remedy Challenges in the Nicaragua  
Agricultural Sector

 > Companies may cause, contribute or be directly linked to adverse human rights impacts concerning 
occupational health and safety when they:

• Fail to maintain safe and healthy labour conditions and safely functioning equipment.

• Fail to provide and ensure the use of protective equipment.

• Fail to provide appropriate warning signs and training materials.

• Use banned chemicals or other elements to which exposure has been found to endanger 
workers’ health.

• Fail to understand all fire risks, such as poor storage practices.

• Do not conduct root cause analysis to understand the proper steps to take when eliminating 
incidents such as chronic respiratory illnesses.

• Fire employees who demonstrate workplace injuries and illnesses to avoid assuming 
responsibility for them.
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• Interfere with labour inspectors’ investigations.

• Do not perform adequate risk assessment and mitigation.

• Preside over poor building and equipment maintenance.

• Allow excessive overtime leading to fatigue.

• Do not keep records of accident and injury incidents.

 > Governments do not adequately protect against adverse human rights impacts concerning 
occupational health and safety when they: 

• Do not ensure the proper construction and maintenance of buildings.

• Inadequately regulate and inspect building and safety.

• Insufficiently capacitate occupational health and safety inspectors.

• Do not promote the awareness that workers may remove themselves from dangerous 
situations without risking employment.

• Do not ensure access to hospitals in areas of great need.

• Refrain from facilitating cooperation between worker and their organisations, with a view to 
eliminating hazards or reducing them as far as practicable.

Recommended Due Diligence Actions for Companies
 > Responsibilities for health and safety tasks are clearly defined. 

 > The company routinely monitors its production processes, machinery and equipment to ensure 
that they are safe and in good working order. 

 > Workers and managers are trained to respond to workplace emergencies; first aid kits and fire 
extinguishers are readily available; and escape exits are clearly marked and free from obstruction. 

 > The workplace is maintained to ensure clean and comfortable conditions including a suitable 
temperature, ventilation and lighting; suitable washing and sanitation areas appropriate for 
both genders. 

 > Residential or overnight facilities are safe and sanitary and meet the basic needs of workers 
including with regard to safety, space, temperature, lighting, ventilation, food, water, sanitary 
facilities, privacy, and affordability. 

 > The company provides safe drinking water for workers and facilities for clean and sanitary food 
storage and eating. 

 > Where relevant the company has put in place special health and safety precautions for pregnant 
women, employees with disabilities, night workers, young workers and other vulnerable groups. 

 > The company has a procedure to ensure that all workers are provided, free of charge or deposits, 
with the protective equipment necessary to safely perform their job functions.
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 > The company is committed to ensuring that workers use the protective equipment provided and 
understand why it is necessary to use the equipment. 

 > The company ensures that all workers have the necessary training to safely perform their job 
functions and keeps workers fully informed, in a language and form understandable to them, of 
the health and safety procedures. 

 > An accurate record is kept of who has been trained and for what tasks. On a regular basis and when 
assigned to new tasks, workers receive training in the safe use of equipment and processes. 

 > A company function or member of staff is responsible for keeping informed of scientific and 
technological developments regarding health and safety risks and protective equipment. 

 > The company consults employees on health and safety issues either directly or through a freely 
elected safety representative(s) for relevant groups of employees. 

 > A health and safety committee has been established including employee safety representatives 
and representatives from management. 

 > Health and safety accidents are reported and investigated including involving the relevant 
worker(s), and actions are taken to prevent recurrences. 

 > Health and safety near-misses (accidents not resulting in injury) are reported and investigated to 
help improve safety. 

 > Health and safety accidents are monitored including hours lost as a result of injury or illness and e.g. 
compared to total hours worked (lost time injury frequency).

Recommended Actions for States
 > The state improves enforcement of labour laws and regulations.

 > The state allocates appropriate resources for staffing and training inspectors and mediators.

 > The state undertakes or promotes studies and research to identify hazards and find means of 
overcoming them.

 > The state provides information and advice, in an appropriate manner, to employers and workers 
and promotes or facilitates cooperation between them and their organisations, with a view to 
eliminating hazards or reducing them as far as practicable.

 > The state convenes awareness workshops and multi-stakeholder forums to encourage constructive 
dialogue on ways to ensure decent workplace conditions. 

 > The state convenes forums on brand/buyer and supplier mutual responsibilities.

 > The state establishes and enforces formal channels for workers and their representatives to file 
grievances and seek resolution. 
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Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations for the Nicaragua Agriculture Sector
The following recommendations were developed by stakeholders participating in Pillars in Practice 
Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee consultations. 

 > FOR COMPANIES:

• Businesses should adhere to international best practices associated with occupational 
health and safety. 

• Businesses should adopt a policy of respect for human rights that incorporates the issue of 
occupational health and safety.

• Businesses should publically report, on an annual basis, their respect for occupational health 
and safety and the actions they are taking to ensure respect of this issue.

• Businesses should consult with their employees and unions when developing their 
occupational health and safety policies in order to better inform the process and secure buy in.

• Foreign businesses should work through local embassies to train groups of companies 
on the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and how they address 
occupational health and safety.

 > FOR STATES:

• The state should actively engage communities in addressing issues associated with 
occupational health and safety.

• The state should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights into 
procurement contracts. Thus, companies providing goods or services to the state would be 
expected to respect occupational health and safety under the framework of the Principles. 

• The state should promote domestic and foreign investment in geographic areas of 
unemployment from companies whose policies and practices respect occupational health 
and safety, and agreements with businesses should refer to the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights.

• The state should ensure an environment conducive the work of civil society organizations 
focused on addressing issues associated with occupational health and safety.

• The state should strengthen the capacity of ministries to engage in dialogue and promote 
occupational health and safety.

• The state should hire additional inspectors to the Ministry of Health.

• The state should establish permanent structures to support victims of human rights abuses 
associated with occupational health and safety as a result of agriculture activities.

• The state should work with businesses and stakeholders to develop and regularly update 
best practice manuals for agricultural practices that include relevant aspects of the UN 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. The manual may cover prevention of 
occupational injuries and illnesses.
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• Civil society organisations should complement government efforts to capacitate businesses 
and communities on issues associated with occupational health and safety. 

 > FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS: 

• Civil society organizations should design campaigns around the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights and its application to occupational health and safety in the 
agricultural sector. 

• Universities should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
into their curriculums and detail how the principles may be applied to occupational health 
and safety in the agricultural sector.

• All stakeholders should engage in collective dialogue and training around occupational 
health and safety.

• All stakeholders should work together to devise a conflict management structure to handle 
disputes associated with occupational health and safety arising out of agriculture. This 
mechanism should be equipped to handle complaints from any party.
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Land & Property

Where companies interfere with land ownership, access and 
usage, such activities often have impacts on the human rights of 
individuals and communities. For example, when a company leases 
land for agricultural development, this may have adverse impacts 
on the local community’s subsistence farming practices, which in 
turn impacts upon people’s rights to an adequate standard of living 
and other inter-related human rights (education, health etc.). 

The impacts of company land acquisition and management on human rights include information related to 
land ownership regimes in each country, as well as the impacts of land-intensive sectors already operating. 

The international human right to property is not well developed as ideological and cultural differences 
regarding land tenure regimes and compensation policies, among other issues, differ within the 
international community. Conflicts may arise from outdated or incomplete land records, long 
registration processes or corruption or conflict with traditional or customary forms of land ownership166. 

The constitution recognises the right to private property. The constitution also preserves the 
government’s right to restrict property rights for the purpose of putting the property to social use167. 

According to the 1904 Civil Code, five legally recognised land classifications exist: national or state 
land, private land, communal land, protected areas, and ejidal land (collectively owned land by 
members of a peasant community)168. The Civil Code governs real property in Nicaragua and all land 
that is not officially titled becomes state land169. 

Law 455 regulates communal property regimes of the indigenous lands in the autonomous regions 
of the Atlantic Coast and of the rivers Bocay, Coco and Indio Maiz rivers170. 

In practice, the U.S. Department of State reported in 2012 that Nicaragua had one of the weakest legal 
environments in Latin America with regard to property rights171. According to a 2012 Bertelsmann 
Foundation report, 79 percent of households involved in farming had some access to land, whether 
as landowners or as small-scale renters172. USAID reported in 2011 that 56 percent of all farmland was 
held by 9 percent of landowners. Additionally, 9 percent of land was held by 61 percent of the small-
scale farmers and 38 percent of rural population was landless173. 

COMMON STANDARDS

• International instruments 
regulate that no one shall 
be arbitrary deprived of his 
property except for reasons 
of public utility or social 
interest and upon payment 
of a just compensation. 

• States are bound by gen-
eral principles of interna-
tional law when regulating 
access to land, including  
in particular the principles 
of equality and non-dis-
crimination. 

• Indigenous peoples have 
distinct rights regarding 
resettlement in recognition 
of their unique relation-
ships to lands and terri-
tories, which includes the 
requirement for the free 
prior and informed consent 
of Indigenous Peoples in 
any resettlement process. 
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National law guarantees women equal property rights and according to USAID, women owned 20 
percent of agricultural land174. The World Bank reported in 2012 that approximately 20 percent of 
national territory has been titled and registered, including 15 indigenous territories175. Additionally, 
the government over the last couple of years issued approximately 100,000 titles in urban areas, and 
more than 60,000 in rural areas, and 215 Indigenous Communities in the Atlantic Coast were granted 
their communal land rights176. 

The U.S. Embassy in Managua reported that years of poor record keeping, as well as prior land reforms, 
further complicated titling, making it difficult to establish a title history177. 

According to a 2012 Bertelsmann Foundation report, land reforms in the 1980s and 1990s left many 
Nicaraguans with unclear land titles and inadequate documentation of their property178. 

Nicaragua has ratified ILO Convention 169 on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples, which requires 
consultation with indigenous and tribal peoples, and requires that they be consulted in order to 
obtain their free, prior and informed consent in matters that affect them179. Law 445 adopted in 1987 
provides for the right of indigenous people and ethnic communities to own, use, develop, benefit 
from and control traditional lands. It also regulates the right to conserve and protect the environment 
on traditional lands and prohibits the forced removal of indigenous groups and ethnic communities 
from their traditional lands180. Law 28 recognises autonomous government to the Atlantic Coast 
region where most of those communities are located182. Regional councils have veto power over 
exploration of natural resources in autonomous regions by the national government183. 

According to a 2012 report by local NGO Centro Nicaraguense de Derechos Humanos, indigenous 
communities complained that they did not enjoy meaningful participation in decisions regarding 
their land, particularly when it related to economic development projects184. 

The U.S. Department of State reported in 2012 that their rights to land, natural resources and local 
autonomy were violated by private firms and government-affiliated businesses that have been granted 
concessions in violation of national autonomy laws185. The International Federation for Human Rights 
reported in 2011 that lands had been granted without prior consent of indigenous communities186.  

Protect, Respect and Remedy Challenges in the Nicaragua  
Agricultural Sector

 > Companies cause, contribute or are linked to adverse human rights impacts concerning land and 
property when they:

• Disrupt the livelihoods of local populations if they do not establish the ownership and use 
of land before it is purchased.

• Fail to carry out a comprehensive social and or environmental baseline to provide a 
benchmark for the potential impacts.

• Fail to involve the local community by not giving them adequate information, consulting 
them in a meaningful way, and/or not giving them enough time to respond.

• Do not adequately consider the special needs of vulnerable groups
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• Engage in land deals that lead to environmental degradation, social dislocation and/or 
land disputes.

• Provide inadequate or inequitable compensation for land and/or distribution of benefits.

• Do not engage communities in meaningful consultation before the purchase of land is 
carried out.

• Acquire land whose ownership is disputed.

• Inadequately compensate land owners for loss of or damage to land or property caused 
by company operations. Particularly attention must be paid to informal land users and 
indigenous people.

• Fail to obtain free, prior and informed consent of indigenous communities when accessing 
or impacting on their lands and natural resources.

 > Governments do not adequately protect against adverse human rights impacts concerning land 
and property when they: 

• Do not make land negotiations and agreements with companies accessible to the public.

• Do not protect legally mandated compensation for land/or distribution of benefits, thus 
often leading to inadequate or inequitable compensation.

• Fail to provide land tenure guidelines for indigenous groups.

• Fail to provide a mechanism to resolve disputes or grievances.

Recommended Due Diligence Actions for Companies
 > Prior to buying, renting, acquiring or otherwise accessing land or property, whether directly or 
through a third party, the company identifies all existing owners and users of the land or property, 
including information land users and customary owners. 

 > The company investigates the past usage and ownership of the land or property to ensure that 
past users and owners have not been wrongfully removed, and that any expropriations by the 
authorities have been conducted in accordance with international law. 

 > The company consults with affected users and owners of the land or property (including women, 
tenants, settlers, minorities and other vulnerable groups including indigenous peoples) and seeks 
their free, prior and informed consent before continuing to acquire or access the land or property. 

 > The company ensures that its lease or purchase of residential property and sourcing of food commodities 
does not considerably make housing and food scarce or too expensive for the local people. 

 > The company ensures that affected owners and users of the land or property are adequately 
compensated to help them restore their standards of living or livelihoods to the same or higher 
than before, and that the compensation standards are transparent and applied consistently to all 
communities and persons affected.
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Recommended Actions for States 
 > The state provides safeguards against the arbitrary removal of indigenous people from their 
tradi¬tional land, with procedural guarantees and environment and land acquisition policies

 > The state reforms legal frameworks for tenure security and land transfers, and facilitate access to 
credit and other inputs for rights holders.

 > The state conducts capacity building trainings on land acquisition procedures, rules and regulations 
as well as land rights issues to sensitise the communities.

 > The state interacts with stakeholders affected by land disputes, and enhances mechanisms for land 
and natural resource dispute resolution

 > The state decentralises land administration and institute reforms geared toward elected authority 
for local land administration, to increase responsiveness to local interests and needs. 

 > The state strengthens local and community institutions to administrate local land, and oversee and 
protect customary land rights. 

 > The state adopts and monitors legislative or administrative measures that provide for the regulation 
of businesses and transnational corporations in their operations with indigenous peoples.

 > The state continues and completes the process of delimiting, demarcating and granting title to the 
lands of the Awas Tingni community, preventing and checking illegal activity by outsiders on those 
lands, and investigating and punishing those responsible for such activity187.

Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations for the Nicaragua Agriculture Sector
The following recommendations were developed by stakeholders participating in Pillars in Practice 
Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee consultations. 

 > FOR COMPANIES:

• Businesses should adhere to international best practices associated with land and property. 

• Foreign businesses should work through local embassies to train groups of companies 
on the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and how they address land 
and property. 

• Foreign businesses that are granted government concessions should establish functional 
communication and information dissemination channels with communities and the 
government in order to ensure that communities benefit from the foreign investment.

• Businesses should consult with their employees and unions when developing their land 
and property policies in order to better inform the process and secure buy in.

• Businesses should adopt a policy of respect for human rights that incorporates the issue of 
land and property.

• Businesses should pay compensation that includes the loss of livelihoods and lost utility of land.
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• Businesses should publically report, on an annual basis, their respect for land and property 
and the actions they are taking to ensure this respect. 

• Businesses should look to the Inclusive Business Model as a guide for capacitating and 
developing local communities and reducing conflict.

• Where farming takes place on communal land, businesses should seek free, prior and informed 
consent. If farming is to take place on state land, businesses should engage the government.

• Businesses should consider the traditional and cultural values of the people. In some farming 
areas, the land may have sacred or ceremonial aspects. Companies should have a code of 
conduct (whether required by the government or not) and this should be encompassed 
within their code of conduct.

• Businesses should communicate with community leadership with the purpose of allowing 
communities to express their wishes on land use.

• Businesses should perform due diligence on the land tenure systems where they operate.

• Businesses should comply with existing regulations on land and environment, and should 
consider entering into partnerships with communities on relevant development indicators.

 > FOR STATES:

• The state should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights into 
procurement contracts. Thus, companies providing goods or services to the state would be 
expected to respect land and property under the framework of the Principles.

• The state should promote domestic and foreign investment in geographic areas of 
unemployment from companies whose policies and practices respect land and property 
and agreements with businesses should refer to the UN Guiding Principles on Business 
and Human Rights. 

• The state should adopt the Vancouver principles on relocation

• The state should issue specific guidelines for compensating communities affected by 
agriculture. Compensation principles should be based on the costs to the communities. 
The higher the costs, the higher the compensation.

• The state should revisit the issue of community entitlements. The rights of communal 
landholders should be spelled out more clearly. Foreign investors should enter into ‘win-
win’ relationships with communities.

• The state should address the imbalances against women with respect to land.

• The state should produce clear guidelines regarding compensation and relocation of 
communities as a result of farming activities.

• The state should actively engage communities in addressing issues associated with land 
and property.
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• The state should ensure an environment conducive the work of civil society organizations 
focused on addressing issues associated with land and property.

• The state should strengthen the capacity of ministries to engage in dialogue and promote 
respect for land and property.

• The state should establish permanent structures to support victims of human rights abuses 
associated with land and property as a result of agricultural activities.

 > FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS:

• Civil society organisations should consider litigation where businesses do not follow 
existing regulations.

• Civil society organizations should design campaigns around the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights and its application to land and property.

• Universities should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human 
Rights into their curriculums and detail how the principles may be applied to respect 
land and property.

• When concessions are given to agricultural companies, all stakeholders should be involved. 
The community should have first priority over how the land is to be developed.

• Civil society organisations should complement government efforts to capacitate businesses 
and communities on issues associated with land and property.

• All stakeholders should engage in collective dialogue and training around human rights 
issues affecting land and property.

• All stakeholders should work together to devise a conflict management structure to handle 
disputes associated with land and property arising out of agriculture. This mechanism 
should be equipped to handle complaints from any party.
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Environment

The condition and protection of the world’s environment and its 
natural resources, including water, are inextricably linked to the 
enjoyment of human rights. This relationship was first addressed by 
the international community at the United Nations Conference on 
the Human Environment, held in Stockholm in 1972.  
The conference’s main point of focus was to discuss how the 
increasing impairment of the world’s environment was impacting 
on ‘the condition of man, his physical and mental well-being, his 
dignity and his enjoyment of basic human rights in developing as 
well as developed countries.

Business and industry in general have been identified as a major contributor to environmental 
degradation and human rights violations due to the pollution and other impacts on the land, air and 
water. A 2010 study by the UN estimated that the world’s top 3,000 companies caused US$2.2 trillion 
in environmental damage per year, a figure bigger than the national economies of all but seven 
countries in the world in 2008188. 

In Nicaragua, the constitution guarantees the right to live in a healthy environment and establishes 
the duty of the state to protect natural resources189. It also defines any act that severely impacts 
the environment as a national threat190. The Nicaraguan Criminal Code includes provisions on 
environmental and natural resources crimes. Criminal acts that pollute soil, subsoil, waters and 
atmosphere or damage forest areas may result in financial sanctions or prison sentences191. 

The Special Law of Crimes Against the Environment and Natural Resources (2005) criminalises acts that 
undermine conservation, protection, management, defence and improvement of natural resources, 
and provides for fines up to US$20,000192. The Logging Moratorium Law (2006) seeks to reduce illegal 
logging by banning new permits for cutting mahogany, cedar, pochote and mangrove trees for a 10-year 
period193. In 2013, however, the moratorium was suspended in relation to pine, according to Decree 31194. 

The Bertelsmann Foundation noted in 2012 that the lack of sustainable methods for economic 
growth, particularly in the agriculture sector, put at risk Nicaragua’s environmental sustainability195. 

COMMON STANDARDS

• Adopt the “Precautionary 
Approach” to Environmen-
tal Impact.

• Carry out Environmental 
Impact Assessment with 
stakeholder participation.

• Maintain an “Environmen-
tal Emergency Response” 
plan with detailed roles, 
responsibilities and proce-
dures for environmental 
incidents.

• Take measures to re-
duce energy and natural 
resource consumption and 
the production of waste 
and pollution. 

• Minimise the use and en-
sure safe handling and stor-
age of chemicals and other 
dangerous substances.

• Prevent, minimise and 
remedy significant impacts 
on biodiversity.
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Social Watch reported in 2012 that 26 percent of Nicaragua’s agricultural enterprises produced coffee, 
the most damaging form of cultivation in relation to agro-chemical pollution and soil erosion196. 

In Nicaragua, more than four types of forest exist and 60 percent of ecosystems are protected under 
73 National Systems of Protected Areas197. According to a 2012 report by Social Watch, each year 
75,000 hectares of forest are destroyed in Nicaragua, and of the country’s 12 million hectares of forest, 
up to 8 million were degraded198. BBC News reported in 2012 that Nicaragua’s forest cover decreased 
from 63 percent in 1983 to 40 percent in 2012199. 

The Canadian organisation Taking Root reported that factors that contribute to the high levels of 
deforestation include commercial agriculture using formerly forested land to produce tobacco, 
cotton, bananas, coffee and sugar200. 

Additionally, the news service Indigenous Peoples Issues and Resources reported in 2011 that due 
to leases on pasture to Honduran livestock companies, the protected forest on the Autonomous 
North Atlantic Region (RAAN) has been reduced by 20 percent in the core zone and 60 percent in the 
buffer zone, threatening the livelihoods of indigenous and Afro-Caribbean communities in the area, 
including in relation to managing the forests with their ancestral practices201. 

According to a 2012 World Bank report, only 68 percent of rural areas had access to water, as compared 
to 98 percent in urban areas, where constant water supply remained a challenge202. 

The organisation SIMAS reported that most recent available data from 2010 showed that 75 percent 
of water sources were not safe for consumption203. Social Watch reported in 2012 that pollution has 
resulted in increased costs for drinking water infrastructure and a reduction in the amount of water 
available for agriculture and the generation of hydroelectric energy204. Agrochemicals reportedly 
contributed to water pollution205. The organisation further reported that coffee was particularly 
water-intensive, and its intense and expanding cultivation has strained water resources206. 

The General Law of Environment and Natural Resources mandates the use of environmental impact 
assessments (EIAs) if projects or businesses have potential negative environmental impacts207. In 2006 
Decree 76 was adopted to regulate Environmental Impact Assessments. It guarantees the principle of 
properly informed public participation and establishes that in the case of the Autonomous Regions, 
participation should be done in line with traditional practices208. According to a 2012 study from 
the Faculty of Geosciences at Utrich University and published by the Netherlands Commission on 
Environmental Assessments, public participation was not sufficiently regulated209. The same source 
also noted that communities were not informed about the planning and assessment process of a 
project until it had already been decided and its location determined; consultations took place too 
late into the process; methods to involve public participation were not suitable given the widespread 
illiteracy; poverty and other restraining factors, and the time given of 5 days to review a projects, 
which was considered too short. Moreover, public participation had a purely consultative nature210. 

The World Food Programme places Nicaragua as a low- income food deficit country211. Areas more 
vulnerable to food insecurity are located in the Autonomous Regions and areas prone to natural 
disasters, according to the UN212. 
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A 2010 report from the Nicaraguan organisation SIMAS noted that extensive mono cropping of export 
commodities has reduced small-scale diversified food production, impacting food availability in poor 
communities. Additionally, the report further noted that as a result of poor harvesting and cultivation 
practices, the possibility of natural disasters increased, endangering food supply to local communities213. 

Protect, Respect and Remedy Challenges in the Nicaragua  
Agricultural Sector

 > Companies may cause, contribute or be directly linked to adverse human rights impacts concerning 
the environment when they:

• Adversely impacting the health or livelihoods of local populations though air pollution, land 
degradation, water contamination or other environmental impacts.

• Failure to monitor the environmental impact of suppliers, contractors, and other business 
partners.

• Failure to inform local communities of environmental impacts.

• Failure to conduct environmental impact assessments and to meaningfully consult affected 
communities as such processes are carried out

• Contribute to water scarcity or food insecurity through pollution or overuse.

• Corruption when dealing with environmental inspection bodies.

 > Governments do not adequately protect against adverse human rights impacts concerning the 
environment when they: 

• Do not enforce comprehensive environmental impact assessments 

• Do not ensure the participation of all stakeholders when conducting consultations in 
relation to development projects that may have an impact on them

• Fail to protect ecosystems from the adverse impact of businesses, threatening the livelihoods 
of local communities 

• Fail to provide access to water and sanitation to rural populations

• Fail to provide food security to its population, in particular in areas prone to natural disasters. 

Recommended Due Diligence Actions for Companies 
 > The company provides information to stakeholders about uncertainties and potential risks to 
workers, consumers, the public and the environment of the company’s products and processes.

 > The company identifies any soil and water contamination at its site or sites, assesses the 
environmental impacts and remedies any significant contamination.

 > The company tries to avoid environmental damage by regular maintenance of production processes 
and environmental protection systems (air pollution control, waste water treatment systems etc.).
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 > The company conducts systematic risk assessments of materials used, products and processes to 
apply the precautionary approach.

 > The company ensures transparency and engages in regular stakeholder dialogue with neighbours, 
civil society organisations and others with an interest in the company on critical environmental issues.

 > If relevant, the company supports scientific research on environmental issues relating to the 
company’s products and processes.

 > The company has identified the hazardous operations and the potential consequences on human 
health and the environment if an accident occurs.

 > The company has detailed procedures, plans, equipment and training programmes to prevent 
accidents and emergencies.

 > The company has detailed procedures, plans and equipment to effectively respond to accidents 
and emergencies if they occur.

 > The company trains workers to respond to accidents and emergencies, including carrying out 
emergency drills at least once a year involving all workers.

 > Where there is significant risk of impacts on local communities, the company has a procedure that 
enables it to immediately notify affected local communities about industrial emergencies, and 
informs about emergency response, evacuation plans and medical response.

 > The company complies with regulation regarding use of energy resources and emissions of 
greenhouse gases.

 > The company has a climate strategy that identifies opportunities to reduce the company’s energy 
consumption and/or emissions of greenhouse gases.

 > The company has initiated practical activities to reduce energy consumption and/or greenhouse 
gas emissions.

 > The company provides information and trains employees to implement energy reduction measures.

 > The company monitors its energy consumption and/or emissions of greenhouse gases.

 > The company has defined a baseline for its greenhouse gas emissions, which includes a definition 
of the business operations and activities, and the greenhouse gases that are accounted for e.g. as 
described in the Greenhouse Gas Protocol.

 > The company has targets for reducing its energy consumption and/or emissions of greenhouse gases.

 > The company engages with the government and civil society organisations to develop policies 
and measures that provide a framework for the business sector to contribute to building a low 
carbon economy.

 > The company has the necessary permits to extract water or obtain water from the public water 
supply and for any waste water discharges.
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 > The company treats waste water before discharge to reduce adverse environmental impacts. If 
waste water treatment takes place outside the company’s premises, the company is aware of the 
effectiveness of the treatment.

 > The company monitors waste water discharges, including types, limit values and quantities of 
pollutants in the waste water.

 > The company has targets for reducing water consumption and/or increasing the amount of water 
reused or recycled in different business operations and activities.

 > The company provides information and trains workers to implement measures to reduce water 
consumption and reduce the need for waste water treatment.

 > The company’s use of water and its waste water discharges do not negatively affect the sustainability of 
water resources, the natural environment or the availability of water for drinking and sanitation purposes.

 > The company engages with national, regional and local public authorities, and civil society 
organisations to address water sustainability issues related to affected water resources.

 > The company has the necessary permits for the handling, storage, recycling and disposal of waste, 
and, if relevant, complies with requirements for transporting hazardous waste across borders.

 > The company has a strategy to manage waste responsibly and continuously attempts to prevent 
and reduce the production of waste.

 > The company ensures that waste relevant for recycling is sorted and handed over to a recycling company.

 > The company monitors the types and quantities of waste produced, including where and how 
waste is recycled, treated or disposed of.

 > The company has targets for reducing waste production and/or increasing waste reused/recycled 
and measures its progress against these targets.

 > The company provides information and trains workers on the safe handling, storage, transport and 
disposal of hazardous and special waste types.

 > The company marks areas used for storage of waste, and properly labels all containers for storing 
waste, including a relevant symbol of danger for hazardous waste.

 > The company requests recycling/treatment/disposal receipts from transport contractors.

 > The company uses licensed contractors for the transport, recycling, treatment and disposal of 
hazardous waste.

 > The company has the necessary permits for emissions to air, and complies with legal requirements 
(e.g. air pollution standards and limit values).

 > The company provides information and trains workers on how to manage air emissions.

 > The company monitors the types and quantities of relevant emissions to air.

 > The company treats relevant pollutants before they are emitted to the atmosphere (e.g. by using filters).
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 > The company continuously attempts to prevent and reduce air emissions.

 > The company has the necessary permits for levels of noise, odour, light and vibrations, and complies 
with legal requirements (e.g. standards or procedures).

 > The company provides information and trains workers to manage noise, odour, light and vibrations.

 > The company monitors levels of noise, odour, light and vibrations on the surrounding environment.

 > The company treats/minimises impacts to ensure that there are no significant levels of noise, 
odour, light and vibrations.

 > The company continuously attempts to prevent and minimise the levels of noise, odour and light 
(e.g. enclosed production, shielding, etc.).

 > The company has the necessary permits and complies with legal requirements for the handling, 
use and storage of chemicals and other dangerous substances.

 > The company does not manufacture, trade and/or use chemicals and other dangerous substances 
subject to national or international bans or phase-outs.

 > The company provides information and trains workers on the safe handling and use of chemicals 
and other dangerous substances.

 > The company monitors the quantities of all chemicals and other dangerous substances used in 
production and maintenance.

 > The company marks areas used for storage of chemical substances and products.

 > The company properly labels all chemical substances and products including name of the chemical 
and a relevant symbol of danger.

 > The company considers substitution important and continuously tries to use less harmful chemicals 
and substances.

 > The company has the necessary permits to operate in or alter the natural environment, and 
complies with legal requirements.

 > The company is committed to operating within the framework of international conventions 
addressing biodiversity (e.g. the Convention on Biological Diversity, Cartagena Protocol on Bio-
safety and the CITES Convention).

 > The company has assessed important positive and negative impacts of its operations and activities 
on the natural environment and biodiversity (e.g. IUCN’s Red List of Threatened Species and no 
alien invasive species).

 > The company has previously and/or is currently taking measures to prevent and reduce the impacts 
of its operations and activities on biodiversity.

 > The company clearly labels products containing GMOs and indicates if GMOs have been used in 
the production process.

 > The company ensures that it has not had any unintended releases of GMOs.
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 > The company documents that workers have been adequately trained to handle GMOs.

 > The company has the necessary permits and complies with legal requirements regarding the 
cultivation, harvest, extraction and/or use of natural resources (e.g. wood, fish, metals, oil, coal etc.).

 > The company complies with legal requirements regarding the cultivation, harvest, extraction and/
or use of natural resources (e.g. wood, fish, metals, oil, coal etc.).

 > The company ensures that workers are trained in the sustainable cultivation, harvesting, extraction 
and/or use of natural resources.

 > The company continuously attempts to prevent, minimise and remedy significant impacts on 
natural resources through environmentally friendly methods and alternative resource use.

 > The company ensures that its use of renewable resources does not negatively affect the 
sustainability of the resource (i.e. the resource’s ability to regenerate).

 > The company demonstrates efforts to substitute non-renewable resources used in production 
with renewable resources.

 > The company works with local and national public authorities as well as with international 
institutions to address sustainability issues related to natural resources (e.g. wood, water, fish, 
metals, oil etc.).

 > The company uses environmentally friendly technology.

 > The company regularly evaluates its processes and technologies to see if there are more 
environmentally friendly alternatives.

 > When developing new technologies and products, the company focuses on developing 
environmentally friendly technology e.g. by using life cycle assessments (LCA), design for 
sustainability or a cradle-to-cradle approach.

 > When planning new investments in technology, the company considers the best available 
technology and stipulates minimum environmental criteria.

 > When investing in new buildings, the company implements environmentally responsible and 
resource-efficient materials and/or technologies.

 > The company makes information describing the environmental performance and benefits of using 
environmentally friendly technologies available to stakeholders.

Recommended Actions for States 
 > The state adopts an Act relating to the indigenous People of the Pacific, Central and Northern Regions

 > The state identifies natural disaster risk mitigation measures and climate change management

 > The state transforms the energy matrix by promoting electricity generation from renewable sources 
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 > The state formulates policies and plans to reduce environmental vulnerability and to promote 
sustainable use of natural resources, recovery of ecosystems and equal access to water supply, 
sanitation services and energy sources214.

 > The state improves its national and local biodiversity management processes in order to improve 
conservation efforts and sustainable use of ecosystems, together with the participation of different 
actors and groups of the society. 

 > The state protects water resources through a comprehensive management of basin units and 
the implementation of innovative mechanisms of payments for environmental services fostering 
society´s participation in the conservation and management of ecosystems215. 

 > The state adopts a unified system of indicators, targets and benchmarks to monitor compliance 
with its obligation to progressively realize the right to food

 > The state ensures that food vouchers are genuinely allocated to the poorest populations who have 
no resources of their own

 > The state integrates human rights principles of non-discrimination, transparency, participation and 
accountability in the programmes placed under the Hambre Cero Strategy216.

Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations for the Nicaragua Agriculture Sector
The following recommendations were developed by stakeholders participating in Pillars in Practice 
Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee consultations. 

 > FOR COMPANIES:

• Businesses should adhere to international best practices on the environment.

• Foreign businesses should work through local embassies to train groups of companies on 
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and how they may be applied to 
address environmental issues.

• Businesses should adopt a policy of respect for human rights that incorporates the issue of 
the environment.

• Businesses should publically report, on an annual basis, their respect for the environment 
and the actions they are taking to ensure this respect.

• Businesses should consult with their employees and unions when developing their 
environmental policies in order to better inform the process and secure buy in.

 > FOR STATES: 

• The state should actively engage communities in their efforts to address environmental issues.

• The state should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights into 
procurement contracts. Thus, companies providing goods or services to the state would be 
expected to respect the environment under the framework of the Principles.
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• The state should promote domestic and foreign investment in geographic areas of unemployment 
from companies whose policies and practices respect the environment and agreements with 
businesses should refer to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. 

• The state should work with businesses and stakeholders to develop and regularly update 
best practice manuals for agricultural practices that include relevant aspects of the UN 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. The manual may cover issues such as 
environmental protection and water resource management. 

 > FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS: 

• Civil society organizations should design campaigns around the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights and its application to the environment. 

• Universities should incorporate the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human 
Rights into their curriculums and detail how the principles may be applied to ensure 
respect for the environment.
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